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From youngm at stls.org Tue Oct 1 11:30:51 2019
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Tue, 01 Oct 2019 11:30:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] duplicate book up for grabs
Message-ID: <201910011130241.SM534158@MAIL>
Does anyone want
"New York in the American Revolution: A Bibliography" by Milton M. Klein?
It's yours for the price of postage.

Maggie Young
Genealogy Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library (CCLD)
101 E. Church St.
Elmira NY 14901
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191001/
fa6809c6/attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Tue Oct 1 18:52:33 2019
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Tue, 1 Oct 2019 22:52:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Launch of Genealogy Education Subscription Site:
Genealogy Guys Learn
Message-ID: <7424EF12-C08E-42A7-BA03-65631F5AAF3B@usf.edu>
ODESSA, Florida, Oct. 1, 2019 ? Aha! Seminars, Inc., the producers of The Genealogy
Guys Podcast, the Genealogy Connection podcast, and The Genealogy Guys Blog is
pleased to announce the launch of Genealogy Guys Learn
(genealogyguyslearn.com<http://genealogyguyslearn.com/>), a subscription-based
educational website designed to provide genealogy courses and videos for
researchers of all skill levels.
[A picture containing text Description automatically generated]
At its launch, Genealogy Guys Learn consists of 5 text/image-based courses on such
topics as basic research, intermediate research, the Social Security Death Index,
wills and probate records, and military records. Genealogy Guys Learn also contains
a dozen recorded presentations by George G. Morgan and Drew Smith, including All
About the U.S. Federal Census, Principles of Effective Evidence Analysis, Finding
Archived Newspapers, and Organizing Your Research Process.
Another feature of the Genealogy Guys Learn website is that it provides quick
access to information about books written by George G. Morgan and Drew Smith; other
recommended books, quick sheets, and magazines; recommended software, hardware, and
online services; and links to websites related to the content provided in the
courses and videos.
?Drew Smith and I have been speaking at genealogy conferences for decades,? said
George G. Morgan, president of Aha! Seminars, Inc. ?But attending conferences is

not always practical or within the budget for all genealogists. With the launch of
Genealogy Guys Learn, we?re able to provide our affordable educational services
directly to the genealogist in their own homes on their own schedules.?
The Genealogy Guys Learn website automatically keeps track of courses and videos
users have viewed, so that users can see their progress at a glance. The website
will be updated each month with additional content (new courses or videos),
providing continuing value to the subscribers. Subscribers will be able to provide
feedback to George and Drew as to which topics they would most like to see added in
the future.
For more information about Genealogy Guys Learn, please contact George G. Morgan,
aha at ahaseminars.com<mailto:aha at ahaseminars.com>, 813-220-6274, or visit
genealogyguyslearn.com.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191001/530a3c31/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 42263 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191001/530a3c31/
attachment-0001.jpg>
From youngm at stls.org Wed Oct 2 09:21:39 2019
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Wed, 02 Oct 2019 09:21:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] duplicate book up for grabs
Message-ID: <201910020921431.SM542010@MAIL>
The book has been claimed! Thank you,everyone!

Maggie Young
Genealogy Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library (CCLD)
101 E. Church St.
Elmira NY 14901
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us

---- Original Message ---From: "Maggie Young" youngm at stls.org
Sent: 10/1/2019 11:30:51 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: duplicate book up for grabs

Does anyone want
"New York in the American Revolution: A Bibliography" by Milton M. Klein?
It's yours for the price of postage.

Maggie Young
Genealogy Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library (CCLD)
101 E. Church St.
Elmira NY 14901
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191002/6939a705/
attachment.html>
From leb at fdlpl.org Thu Oct 3 13:01:10 2019
From: leb at fdlpl.org (Mary Leb)
Date: Thu, 3 Oct 2019 12:01:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] donated book
Message-ID: <CA+aaCM03So4MFe8F_vwpwLfG1QsSx6VJ-32+4Nz+fa-fMA5Kiw@mail.gmail.com>
I received a donation of the book "One hundred fifty years in Pike County
Alabama 1821-1971" autographed by the author Margaret Pace Farmer. Please
reply to me by email if you would like it.
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
leb at fdlpl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191003/6ab59495/
attachment.html>
From leb at fdlpl.org Thu Oct 3 13:19:13 2019
From: leb at fdlpl.org (Mary Leb)
Date: Thu, 3 Oct 2019 12:19:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] donated book
Message-ID: <CA+aaCM2+wjtMdkaWWStLrQRecsqstJ5A6ZoG-0n3+3ykp-tKRg@mail.gmail.com>
the book has been taken.

Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191003/2cae4c76/
attachment.html>
From kimgenhist08 at gmail.com Sat Oct 5 13:49:21 2019
From: kimgenhist08 at gmail.com (Kim S. Harrison)
Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2019 10:49:21 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
Message-ID: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
Hello:
The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and growing.
good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.

A

First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your
library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
high units which would give us a lot more space for books.

Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the
collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more
online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
membership is over 700 plus members.

West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library can boast of over 19,221 plus
books, 1,190 maps, 3,400 media items and 1,919 periodicals. Our staff is
at the ready to help with any genealogical question. So, if you are ever in
Arizona please stop and visit our library!

Respectfully,
Kim S. Harrison
Ad-Hoc Accessioning Committee
Kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
-*Kim S. Harrison*
kimgenhist08 at gmail.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191005/
b3e20bca/attachment.html>
From barbsnow at umich.edu Sat Oct 5 14:30:04 2019
From: barbsnow at umich.edu (Barbara Snow)
Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2019 14:30:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAEoHPGVkCRvNWUNb4yVPy92d04JJw0HxYBR_0T=vVZ4GTtJaPg@mail.gmail.com>
I serve as the librarian of a much smaller society library, but in my
opinion, all libraries should have a collection development policy. This
will guide what you will and will not accept as donations as well as any
weeding project.
To opt not to duplicate material that is online brings up a slippery slope
question:
- Will you catalog those things currently in your library with a link to
the online version?
- If so, why not also catalog other material available online that fits
your collection development policy?
- If not, is it reasonable to think your patrons will find this material
online? Will you limit your online option to specific websites, e.g.
FamilySearch.org and ... what? Probably not a subscription website (unless
you have that in your library). What about the online digital book
collections? Again, will your users be able to effectively find material
there?
But your starting point to it all is a well thought out collection
development policy.
Kind Regards,
Barbara Snow

On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello:
The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and growing.
A good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.

First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your
library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
high units which would give us a lot more space for books.

Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the

> collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more
> online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
> membership is over 700 plus members.
>
>
>
> West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library can boast of over 19,221 plus
> books, 1,190 maps, 3,400 media items and 1,919 periodicals. Our staff is
> at the ready to help with any genealogical question. So, if you are ever
> in Arizona please stop and visit our library!
>
>
>
> Respectfully,
>
> Kim S. Harrison
>
> Ad-Hoc Accessioning Committee
>
> Kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
>
> -> *Kim S. Harrison*
> kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191005/92058d1d/
attachment.html>
From RencherDE at familysearch.org Sat Oct 5 14:48:17 2019
From: RencherDE at familysearch.org (David E. Rencher)
Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2019 18:48:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAEoHPGVkCRvNWUNb4yVPy92d04JJw0HxYBR_0T=vVZ4GTtJaPg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>,
<CAEoHPGVkCRvNWUNb4yVPy92d04JJw0HxYBR_0T=vVZ4GTtJaPg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <E4E4E5C0-AFA3-4DF8-B5E4-E5DB53BFFBE9@familysearch.org>
Kim,
Years ago we had a fire in one of our church buildings and it consumed the family
history center. The fire investigators said that the hot spot of the entire blaze
was the FHC because of the wooden shelving they had for the books. Since then I
have been a strong proponent of metal shelving-choose your style.
As you can imagine, the FHL does have a collection development policy that focuses
on high quality content for heavily used areas but will make exceptions for areas
where we have little content and not much had been published.
And...anything/everything from Ireland. ? ok not really but some days they have to
reign me in.
David Rencher
Director, Family History Library
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 5, 2019, at 1:30 PM, Barbara Snow <barbsnow at umich.edu<mailto:barbsnow at
umich.edu>> wrote:
I serve as the librarian of a much smaller society library, but in my opinion, all
libraries should have a collection development policy. This will guide what you
will and will not accept as donations as well as any weeding project.
To opt not to duplicate material that is online brings up a slippery slope
question:
*
Will you catalog those things currently in your library with a link to the
online version?
*
If so, why not also catalog other material available online that fits your
collection development policy?
*
If not, is it reasonable to think your patrons will find this material
online? Will you limit your online option to specific websites, e.g.
FamilySearch.org<http://FamilySearch.org> and ... what? Probably not a subscription
website (unless you have that in your library). What about the online digital book
collections? Again, will your users be able to effectively find material there?
But your starting point to it all is a well thought out collection development
policy.
Kind Regards,
Barbara Snow

On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at
gmail.com<mailto:kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>> wrote:
Hello:
The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and growing.
problem to have but it does bring up some questions.

A good

First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your library
uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you had to do it over
again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve high units which would
give us a lot more space for books.

Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical collection?
The question does your library remove print materials from the collection if they
are online? The society is split between moving more online vs. print. We do have
a computer lab of 15 computer but are membership is over 700 plus members.

West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library can boast of over 19,221 plus books,
1,190 maps, 3,400 media items and 1,919 periodicals. Our staff is at the ready to
help with any genealogical question. So, if you are ever in Arizona please stop and
visit our library!

Respectfully,
Kim S. Harrison
Ad-Hoc Accessioning Committee
Kimgenhist08 at gmail.com<mailto:Kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
-Kim S. Harrison
kimgenhist08 at gmail.com<mailto:kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=InFNcI7YuQYuAH_cfdyELeRbqKlHWCtWJieZ4K
ik7oM&s=yUepY1c48gAmz5cgyBOKcvDU08XBFPohXJNNauh3x4M&e=>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwICAg&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=InFNcI7YuQYuAH_cfdyELeRbqKlHWCtWJieZ4K
ik7oM&s=yUepY1c48gAmz5cgyBOKcvDU08XBFPohXJNNauh3x4M&e=
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191005/193aa9d3/
attachment.html>
From nannerstx at gmail.com Sat Oct 5 15:48:50 2019
From: nannerstx at gmail.com (N. R.)
Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2019 14:48:50 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHQr0zgg5D9=G2zzBP3Ue0GLL482FKjDTySTQ3hcB3b22T5WBQ@mail.gmail.com>
My first thought is not to remove paper copies if they are online...all to
many researchers don't have the computer power or knowledge to access the
online copies and all too many online copies are either restricted to one
page at a time access or are behind a paywall.
My second thought is to purchase whatever local or area resources that
exist because they go out of print all too quickly. I purchased out of
print county histories and willingly paid over $300.
Curtis Media printed a number of county and town histories in the 1960's
and 1970's that are now scarce.
Become familiar with what has been printed on your city/county/state
and it's status in libraries. WorldCat is wonderful for that. I wish I
had been more competent in using spreadsheets and had created one for each
area!
Listen to your local genealogists and local historians when they talk
about holdings where they have visited. Of course they may want you to
purchase items out of your collection development area (a detailed
colkection development policy is a must). Network with those libraries and

archives. Exchange items?
Good Luck.
Nan
On Sat, Oct 5, 2019, 12:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
wrote:
> Hello:
>
> The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and growing.
> A good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.
>
>
>
> First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your
> library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
> had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
> high units which would give us a lot more space for books.
>
>
>
> Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
> collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the
> collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more
> online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
> membership is over 700 plus members.
>
>
>
> West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library can boast of over 19,221 plus
> books, 1,190 maps, 3,400 media items and 1,919 periodicals. Our staff is
> at the ready to help with any genealogical question. So, if you are ever
> in Arizona please stop and visit our library!
>
>
>
> Respectfully,
>
> Kim S. Harrison
>
> Ad-Hoc Accessioning Committee
>
> Kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
>
> -> *Kim S. Harrison*
> kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191005/61d42a63/
attachment.html>
From bj.jamieson at gmail.com Sat Oct 5 19:56:47 2019
From: bj.jamieson at gmail.com (BJ Jamieson)

Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2019 19:56:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAO4=q0ndmBZ5tE75iA4jwH9XTYycCLqfvJp_4psCoqdCLDxvbw@mail.gmail.com>
I?m the genealogy reference specialist at the Maine State Library ~ rather
unusually, I didn?t bring my work computer home with me this weekend, so
replying from my personal email.
In addition to what others have said (yeah for written collection
development policies!), what I?m doing:
A. On printed material that is now on-line: keeping it but moving from
prime shelving (for example, old DAR lineage books are the first thing a
patron currently sees when walking in ~ old and shabby looking, and not
where anyone should start research) to either back shelves or our easily
accessible storage area.
B. Methodology ~ I?m focusing my current book buying on methodology books,
as the easy of on-line research means that many people do lots of research
without really understanding good methodology or how records vary in
different times/places. So I?m getting books on Italian research, DNA
basics, where to look for military ancestors, and so on. I think it?s
working ~ a local DAR chapter just gave us money for my choice of books;
our technical services person delivered 14 of the new books to me yesterday
at 9:30 a.m. and by the end of the day, 5 had already been checked out. OK,
so one was to me, but still ;-)
C. Overall weeding is at my discretion. I?m fairly quick to cull older DNA
and technology books, but the 1850 census is the 1850 census, even if it?s
much easier to access now than 50 years ago, so I?m tending to keep books
on sources, for example, unless the condition of the book is the reason for
weeding.
Hope this helps!
B.J.
On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello:
The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and growing.
A good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.

First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your
library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
high units which would give us a lot more space for books.

Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the
collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more

> online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
> membership is over 700 plus members.
>
>
>
>
> -B.J. Jamieson bj.jamieson at gmail.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191005/11c18cae/
attachment.html>
From brookea429 at roadrunner.com Sat Oct 5 21:04:53 2019
From: brookea429 at roadrunner.com (brookea429)
Date: Sat, 05 Oct 2019 21:04:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAO4=q0ndmBZ5tE75iA4jwH9XTYycCLqfvJp_4psCoqdCLDxvbw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <mailman.5.1570323902.13609.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
I am chair of the library of a genealogy society. I find that some of those older
books were donated as memorials way back when so we end up having to keep them even
if they are online. and we have many older patrons who still don't like using
anything online.I have thought of buying more "how to" but we are a non-circulating
collection so I am not sure they would be used that much.Brooke AndersonMuskingum
County Chapter of OGSZanesville OHSent via the Samsung Galaxy S9, an AT&T 5G
Evolution capable smartphone
-------- Original message --------From: BJ Jamieson <bj.jamieson at gmail.com>
Date: 10/5/19 7:56 PM (GMT-05:00) To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical
library I?m the genealogy reference specialist at the Maine State Library ~ rather
unusually, I didn?t bring my work computer home with me this weekend, so replying
from my personal email.In addition to what others have said (yeah for written
collection development policies!), what I?m doing:A. On printed material that is
now on-line: keeping it but moving from prime shelving (for example, old DAR
lineage books are the first thing a patron currently sees when walking in ~ old and
shabby looking, and not where anyone should start research) to either back shelves
or our easily accessible storage area.?B. Methodology ~ I?m focusing my current
book buying on methodology books, as the easy of on-line research means that many
people do lots of?research without really understanding good methodology or how
records vary in different times/places. So I?m getting books on Italian research,
DNA basics, where to look for military ancestors, and so on. I think it?s working ~
a local DAR chapter just gave us money for my choice of books; our technical
services person delivered 14 of the new books to me yesterday at 9:30 a.m. and by
the end of the day, 5 had already been checked out. OK, so one was to me, but still
;-)C. Overall weeding is at my discretion. I?m fairly quick to cull older DNA and
technology books, but the 1850 census is the 1850 census, even if it?s much easier
to access now than 50 years ago, so I?m tending to keep books on sources, for
example, unless the condition of the book is the reason for weeding.Hope this
helps!B.J.On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at
gmail.com> wrote:Hello:The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is
expanding and growing.? A good problem to
have but it does bring up some questions.
?
First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving
units that your library uses.? What do

you like about the brand/model you picked??
If you had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at
6 shelve high units which would give us a lot more space for books.
?
Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their
genealogical collection?? The question does
your library remove print materials from the collection if they are
online?? The society is split between
moving more online vs. print.? We do have
a computer lab of 15 computer but are membership is over 700 plus members.?
?
-- B.J. Jamieson
bj.jamieson at gmail.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191005/
b9eb9f2e/attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Sun Oct 6 01:10:50 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2019 22:10:50 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAO4=q0ndmBZ5tE75iA4jwH9XTYycCLqfvJp_4psCoqdCLDxvbw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAO4=q0ndmBZ5tE75iA4jwH9XTYycCLqfvJp_4psCoqdCLDxvbw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmBFOZSZ_dQqVwi6O37YVW2W+ONtZJQeXpEK1-YeZU1xQ@mail.gmail.com>
Get several catalogs from companies that sell library furniture and
shelving, etc..
Buy the middle priced items that will give you enough space for growth.
Arlene Miles
On Sat, Oct 5, 2019, 4:57 PM BJ Jamieson <bj.jamieson at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I?m the genealogy reference specialist at the Maine State Library ~ rather
unusually, I didn?t bring my work computer home with me this weekend, so
replying from my personal email.
In addition to what others have said (yeah for written collection
development policies!), what I?m doing:
A. On printed material that is now on-line: keeping it but moving from
prime shelving (for example, old DAR lineage books are the first thing a
patron currently sees when walking in ~ old and shabby looking, and not
where anyone should start research) to either back shelves or our easily
accessible storage area.
B. Methodology ~ I?m focusing my current book buying on methodology books,
as the easy of on-line research means that many people do lots of research
without really understanding good methodology or how records vary in
different times/places. So I?m getting books on Italian research, DNA
basics, where to look for military ancestors, and so on. I think it?s
working ~ a local DAR chapter just gave us money for my choice of books;
our technical services person delivered 14 of the new books to me yesterday

> at 9:30 a.m. and by the end of the day, 5 had already been checked out. OK,
> so one was to me, but still ;-)
>
> C. Overall weeding is at my discretion. I?m fairly quick to cull older DNA
> and technology books, but the 1850 census is the 1850 census, even if it?s
> much easier to access now than 50 years ago, so I?m tending to keep books
> on sources, for example, unless the condition of the book is the reason for
> weeding.
>
> Hope this helps!
> B.J.
>
>
> On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
> wrote:
>
>> Hello:
>>
>> The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and growing.
>> A good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.
>>
>>
>>
>> First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your
>> library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
>> had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
>> high units which would give us a lot more space for books.
>>
>>
>>
>> Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
>> collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the
>> collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more
>> online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
>> membership is over 700 plus members.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> -> B.J. Jamieson bj.jamieson at gmail.com
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191005/
c32a8227/attachment.html>
From nannerstx at gmail.com Sun Oct 6 02:16:53 2019
From: nannerstx at gmail.com (N. R.)
Date: Sun, 6 Oct 2019 01:16:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYmBFOZSZ_dQqVwi6O37YVW2W+ONtZJQeXpEK1-YeZU1xQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAO4=q0ndmBZ5tE75iA4jwH9XTYycCLqfvJp_4psCoqdCLDxvbw@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYmBFOZSZ_dQqVwi6O37YVW2W+ONtZJQeXpEK1-YeZU1xQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHQr0zhguCu=yDAMOy_P2KN+X3nRGFXtH25usKP5LKCg0zSubQ@mail.gmail.com>

If you get census indexes or transcriptions from several sources, kerp them
all! Each one might transcribe a name a different way and for those wit
hard to find ancestors every help they can get is marvelous. Common
surnames and families who have no imagination in first names are just as
much a problem as those who have odd and easily mispelled names. Not every
family has a Decimus Et Ultimas Barziza!
Nan
On Sun, Oct 6, 2019, 12:10 AM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
> Get several catalogs from companies that sell library furniture and
> shelving, etc..
> Buy the middle priced items that will give you enough space for growth.
>
> Arlene Miles
>
> On Sat, Oct 5, 2019, 4:57 PM BJ Jamieson <bj.jamieson at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> I?m the genealogy reference specialist at the Maine State Library ~
>> rather unusually, I didn?t bring my work computer home with me this
>> weekend, so replying from my personal email.
>>
>> In addition to what others have said (yeah for written collection
>> development policies!), what I?m doing:
>>
>> A. On printed material that is now on-line: keeping it but moving from
>> prime shelving (for example, old DAR lineage books are the first thing a
>> patron currently sees when walking in ~ old and shabby looking, and not
>> where anyone should start research) to either back shelves or our easily
>> accessible storage area.
>>
>> B. Methodology ~ I?m focusing my current book buying on methodology
>> books, as the easy of on-line research means that many people do lots
>> of research without really understanding good methodology or how records
>> vary in different times/places. So I?m getting books on Italian research,
>> DNA basics, where to look for military ancestors, and so on. I think it?s
>> working ~ a local DAR chapter just gave us money for my choice of books;
>> our technical services person delivered 14 of the new books to me yesterday
>> at 9:30 a.m. and by the end of the day, 5 had already been checked out. OK,
>> so one was to me, but still ;-)
>>
>> C. Overall weeding is at my discretion. I?m fairly quick to cull older
>> DNA and technology books, but the 1850 census is the 1850 census, even if
>> it?s much easier to access now than 50 years ago, so I?m tending to keep
>> books on sources, for example, unless the condition of the book is the
>> reason for weeding.
>>
>> Hope this helps!
>> B.J.
>>
>>
>> On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
>> wrote:
>>
>>> Hello:
>>>
>>> The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and

>>> growing. A good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your
>>> library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
>>> had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
>>> high units which would give us a lot more space for books.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
>>> collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the
>>> collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more
>>> online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
>>> membership is over 700 plus members.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ->> B.J. Jamieson bj.jamieson at gmail.com
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191006/96ddf6de/
attachment.html>
From annes1979 at gmail.com Sun Oct 6 17:16:27 2019
From: annes1979 at gmail.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Sun, 6 Oct 2019 16:16:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] English parish birth registers
Message-ID: <CACCKW9RtvcriNbp-HVMKjAzq_g9fi5udoeffEcJBgD=pHym+wQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello:
I am trying to assist a patron who is doing research in England
c1670-1679. He would like to have a list of those English parish registers
from that era which are missing. He is aware that some of the registers
are available at Family Search and Ancestry. He wants to make sure he is
doing a thorough search for the Woolridge name. Does such a list even
exist? Would I have to start with a list of English parishs that existed
in 1670? I appreciate your help.
Respectfully,
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191006/97c1aca0/

attachment.html>
From melinde at melinde.com Sun Oct 6 17:29:41 2019
From: melinde at melinde.com (Melinde Byrne)
Date: Sun, 6 Oct 2019 21:29:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] English parish birth registers
In-Reply-To: <CACCKW9RtvcriNbp-HVMKjAzq_g9fi5udoeffEcJBgD=pHym+wQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CACCKW9RtvcriNbp-HVMKjAzq_g9fi5udoeffEcJBgD=pHym+wQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR22MB08523F4A77C788964D3F5522B5980@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
Phillimore?s Atlas is the standard reference for this purpose.
https://www.amazon.com/Phillimore-Atlas-Index-Parish-Registers/dp/1860772390/
ref=sr_1_1?
crid=3SMT2J4SITXQD&keywords=phillimore+atlas+and+index+of+parish+registers&qid=1570
397161&s=books&sprefix=Phillimore%27%2Cstripbooks%2C153&sr=1-1
In some cases there are transcripts made at unique dates depending on the parish ?
so even if the original is gone, a film, transcript, abstract, etc., may exist. If
the parish register is gone, check the Bishop?s Transcripts (BT).
Melinde Lutz Byrne, FASG
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Anne Shaughnessy
Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2019 5:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] English parish birth registers
Hello:
I am trying to assist a patron who is doing research in England c1670-1679. He
would like to have a list of those English parish registers from that era which are
missing. He is aware that some of the registers are available at Family Search and
Ancestry. He wants to make sure he is doing a thorough search for the Woolridge
name. Does such a list even exist? Would I have to start with a list of English
parishs that existed in 1670? I appreciate your help.
Respectfully,
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191006/
f70ab34b/attachment-0001.html>
From RencherDE at familysearch.org Sun Oct 6 17:41:10 2019
From: RencherDE at familysearch.org (David E. Rencher)
Date: Sun, 6 Oct 2019 21:41:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] English parish birth registers
In-Reply-To: <CACCKW9RtvcriNbp-HVMKjAzq_g9fi5udoeffEcJBgD=pHym+wQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CACCKW9RtvcriNbp-HVMKjAzq_g9fi5udoeffEcJBgD=pHym+wQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <DE2E3421-060D-4D8F-90E2-C4A01425C257@familysearch.org>
Anne,
The Phillimore Atlas & Index of Parish Registers 3d by Cecil R. Humphrey-Smith
lists all of the parishes by county with a listing of the starting and ending dates
for the registers. Maps of the parishes are included such that you can determine
all of the surrounding parishes by name.
David Rencher

Sent from my iPhone
> On Oct 6, 2019, at 3:16 PM, Anne Shaughnessy <annes1979 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> ?
> Hello:
> I am trying to assist a patron who is doing research in England c1670-1679. He
would like to have a list of those English parish registers from that era which are
missing. He is aware that some of the registers are available at Family Search and
Ancestry. He wants to make sure he is doing a thorough search for the Woolridge
name. Does such a list even exist? Would I have to start with a list of English
parishs that existed in 1670? I appreciate your help.
>
> Respectfully,
> Anne Shaughnessy
> Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwICAg&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=-18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=b9O6YxBoQAVg2qnzN9klduhkA7fPrmGRFT2zcAZzrc&s=ndVbaK4jFIdTvcbuqtf_rHiMw4jD-J1crHi1guc6sI&e=
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Mon Oct 7 18:45:27 2019
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Mon, 7 Oct 2019 17:45:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAHQr0zhguCu=yDAMOy_P2KN+X3nRGFXtH25usKP5LKCg0zSubQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAO4=q0ndmBZ5tE75iA4jwH9XTYycCLqfvJp_4psCoqdCLDxvbw@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYmBFOZSZ_dQqVwi6O37YVW2W+ONtZJQeXpEK1-YeZU1xQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0zhguCu=yDAMOy_P2KN+X3nRGFXtH25usKP5LKCg0zSubQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLGYBQDghqCQeAF1gMWnthMijQ=P9UO7oh=GGbk8E2s6ow@mail.gmail.com>
For shelving--keep in mind ADA requirements. Even discounting that, if
shelves are too high, researchers damage books on top shelves by dragging
on the spines to get them down. Or damage themselves by falling off stools,
etc.
We do not weed things just because they are available online--who knows if
they will always be online? And in some cases, as others have said, the
print version can be more user-friendly. I am less likely, however, to
purchase something if it is available online--trying to stretch the budget.
In fact, we weed very little--obsolete technology/software yes, also for
condition.
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>

*What I am reading?*The Long Call*, by Ann Cleeves*
"Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
On Sun, Oct 6, 2019 at 1:17 AM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com> wrote:
> If you get census indexes or transcriptions from several sources, kerp
> them all! Each one might transcribe a name a different way and for those
> wit hard to find ancestors every help they can get is marvelous. Common
> surnames and families who have no imagination in first names are just as
> much a problem as those who have odd and easily mispelled names. Not every
> family has a Decimus Et Ultimas Barziza!
> Nan
>
> On Sun, Oct 6, 2019, 12:10 AM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Get several catalogs from companies that sell library furniture and
>> shelving, etc..
>> Buy the middle priced items that will give you enough space for growth.
>>
>> Arlene Miles
>>
>> On Sat, Oct 5, 2019, 4:57 PM BJ Jamieson <bj.jamieson at gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> I?m the genealogy reference specialist at the Maine State Library ~
>>> rather unusually, I didn?t bring my work computer home with me this
>>> weekend, so replying from my personal email.
>>>
>>> In addition to what others have said (yeah for written collection
>>> development policies!), what I?m doing:
>>>
>>> A. On printed material that is now on-line: keeping it but moving from
>>> prime shelving (for example, old DAR lineage books are the first thing a
>>> patron currently sees when walking in ~ old and shabby looking, and not
>>> where anyone should start research) to either back shelves or our easily
>>> accessible storage area.
>>>
>>> B. Methodology ~ I?m focusing my current book buying on methodology
>>> books, as the easy of on-line research means that many people do lots
>>> of research without really understanding good methodology or how records
>>> vary in different times/places. So I?m getting books on Italian research,
>>> DNA basics, where to look for military ancestors, and so on. I think it?s
>>> working ~ a local DAR chapter just gave us money for my choice of books;
>>> our technical services person delivered 14 of the new books to me yesterday
>>> at 9:30 a.m. and by the end of the day, 5 had already been checked out. OK,
>>> so one was to me, but still ;-)
>>>
>>> C. Overall weeding is at my discretion. I?m fairly quick to cull older
>>> DNA and technology books, but the 1850 census is the 1850 census, even if
>>> it?s much easier to access now than 50 years ago, so I?m tending to keep
>>> books on sources, for example, unless the condition of the book is the
>>> reason for weeding.
>>>
>>> Hope this helps!
>>> B.J.
>>>

>>>
>>> On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
>>> wrote:
>>>
>>>> Hello:
>>>>
>>>> The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and
>>>> growing. A good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your
>>>> library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
>>>> had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
>>>> high units which would give us a lot more space for books.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
>>>> collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the
>>>> collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more
>>>> online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
>>>> membership is over 700 plus members.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> ->>> B.J. Jamieson bj.jamieson at gmail.com
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191007/09b1aff8/
attachment.html>
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From skirby at hctpl.info Mon Oct 7 19:20:30 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Mon, 7 Oct 2019 19:20:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <CAHQr0zhguCu=yDAMOy_P2KN+X3nRGFXtH25usKP5LKCg0zSubQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAV9_q+0evO4=uSCFEQuR4VwpKY5oR6L7D4o0nOfRxmW94aU7Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAO4=q0ndmBZ5tE75iA4jwH9XTYycCLqfvJp_4psCoqdCLDxvbw@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYmBFOZSZ_dQqVwi6O37YVW2W+ONtZJQeXpEK1-YeZU1xQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0zhguCu=yDAMOy_P2KN+X3nRGFXtH25usKP5LKCg0zSubQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hO-F=MMBFhwegH+rEowQmCCH5nYtt3WwOmFwYqDy=3hhw@mail.gmail.com>
I'm in a fairly large public library collection (at least for my population
size).
I agree with the collection development policy others have mentioned.
As far as online goes - I do use online availability to sometimes influence
buying/retention BUT ONLY in those areas that are not frequently used by my
patrons. For instance, I'm in northeast Indiana and many of our settlers
came from a few counties in Ohio and Pennsylvania, before that. I will
continue to keep/buy print copies even if it is online for those key
resources. But, for county histories from the south end of the state -I'll keep what I have, even add a few if they're available for free on
discussion lists, but I won't buy any because most of them are online and
the counties are rarely, if ever, of interest to my patrons.
If you have a good relationship with the society, you might even ask them
about their druthers when in a space crunch. (Non-binding of course.)
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Sun, Oct 6, 2019 at 2:17 AM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>

If you get census indexes or transcriptions from several sources, kerp
them all! Each one might transcribe a name a different way and for those
wit hard to find ancestors every help they can get is marvelous. Common
surnames and families who have no imagination in first names are just as

> much a problem as those who have odd and easily mispelled names. Not every
> family has a Decimus Et Ultimas Barziza!
> Nan
>
> On Sun, Oct 6, 2019, 12:10 AM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Get several catalogs from companies that sell library furniture and
>> shelving, etc..
>> Buy the middle priced items that will give you enough space for growth.
>>
>> Arlene Miles
>>
>> On Sat, Oct 5, 2019, 4:57 PM BJ Jamieson <bj.jamieson at gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> I?m the genealogy reference specialist at the Maine State Library ~
>>> rather unusually, I didn?t bring my work computer home with me this
>>> weekend, so replying from my personal email.
>>>
>>> In addition to what others have said (yeah for written collection
>>> development policies!), what I?m doing:
>>>
>>> A. On printed material that is now on-line: keeping it but moving from
>>> prime shelving (for example, old DAR lineage books are the first thing a
>>> patron currently sees when walking in ~ old and shabby looking, and not
>>> where anyone should start research) to either back shelves or our easily
>>> accessible storage area.
>>>
>>> B. Methodology ~ I?m focusing my current book buying on methodology
>>> books, as the easy of on-line research means that many people do lots
>>> of research without really understanding good methodology or how records
>>> vary in different times/places. So I?m getting books on Italian research,
>>> DNA basics, where to look for military ancestors, and so on. I think it?s
>>> working ~ a local DAR chapter just gave us money for my choice of books;
>>> our technical services person delivered 14 of the new books to me yesterday
>>> at 9:30 a.m. and by the end of the day, 5 had already been checked out. OK,
>>> so one was to me, but still ;-)
>>>
>>> C. Overall weeding is at my discretion. I?m fairly quick to cull older
>>> DNA and technology books, but the 1850 census is the 1850 census, even if
>>> it?s much easier to access now than 50 years ago, so I?m tending to keep
>>> books on sources, for example, unless the condition of the book is the
>>> reason for weeding.
>>>
>>> Hope this helps!
>>> B.J.
>>>
>>>
>>> On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>
>>> wrote:
>>>
>>>> Hello:
>>>>
>>>> The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and
>>>> growing. A good problem to have but it does bring up some questions.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your

>>>> library uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you
>>>> had to do it over again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve
>>>> high units which would give us a lot more space for books.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical
>>>> collection? The question does your library remove print materials from the
>>>> collection if they are online? The society is split between moving more
>>>> online vs. print. We do have a computer lab of 15 computer but are
>>>> membership is over 700 plus members.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> ->>> B.J. Jamieson bj.jamieson at gmail.com
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191007/
a64bb688/attachment.html>
From ccfoster at binnacle.org Tue Oct 15 08:33:52 2019
From: ccfoster at binnacle.org (Carole Foster)
Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2019 12:33:52 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
Message-ID:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
Hi all:
Does anyone have a source for digitizing high school yearbooks in the Northeast
from a now-closed private high school? The alums maintain a school website and are
looking to post those 1920s-1970s yearbooks for alums. There is money to be spent
for this service and once the yearbooks are digitized, the alums don't care what
happens to the physical copy. Obviously, the hope is that the yearbooks are
searchable to optimize usefulness so any leads would be appreciated.
Regards,
Carole Foster
Archivist/Document Librarian
Binnacle Capital Services
30 Brattle Street
3rd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138
P- 617.234.2510
ccfoster at binnacle.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/
c1eb5c32/attachment.html>
From Tom.Wilcox at leesburgflorida.gov Tue Oct 15 09:13:49 2019
From: Tom.Wilcox at leesburgflorida.gov (Tom Wilcox)
Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2019 13:13:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <96149f0c6ad64907b8d0892b9b0d78d9@leesburgflorida.gov>
I performed a search for companies in your area that should be able to help you.
The category is microfilming but, I would think that digitization is also part of
their service venue.
Recordsforce
Bill Becker
8000 $5 to 10 Million

124 Heritage Ave

Portsmouth, NH

(603) 766-

King Information Systems Inc
Patricia Tighue 3 Edgewater Dr Ste 203
Norwood, MA
(781) 762-6477 $2.5 to 5 Million
New England Micrographics
Ellen McQuade
Marlborough, MA (508) 485-9572 $1 to 2.5 Million
MA

Digital Scanning Inc
Brian Shillue
(781) 545-2100 $500,000 to 1 Million

40 Hudson St Ste C

344 Gannett Rd Ste 6

Scituate,

Tom Q Wilcox
Adult Services Librarian MLIS
Leesburg Public Library
100 E. Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Ph: (352) 728-9790
Fx: (352) 326-6635
Tom.Wilcox at leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Tom.Wilcox at leesburgflorida.gov>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Carole Foster <ccfoster at binnacle.org>
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 8:33:52 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
EXTERNAL EMAIL - USE CAUTION
Hi all:
Does anyone have a source for digitizing high school yearbooks in the Northeast
from a now-closed private high school? The alums maintain a school website and are
looking to post those 1920s-1970s yearbooks for alums. There is money to be spent
for this service and once the yearbooks are digitized, the alums don?t care what

happens to the physical copy. Obviously, the hope is that the yearbooks are
searchable to optimize usefulness so any leads would be appreciated.
Regards,
Carole Foster
Archivist/Document Librarian
Binnacle Capital Services
30 Brattle Street
3rd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138
P- 617.234.2510
ccfoster at binnacle.org

________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
From Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org Tue Oct 15 09:17:50 2019
From: Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org (Smith, Carl)
Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2019 13:17:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<SN6PR09MB36617E8AE424DE4548C6896492930@SN6PR09MB3661.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Carole,
I know that Ancestry.com has a sizable Yearbook Collection, and they accept
Yearbook Donations prior to 1999. They do an OCR scan of the pages.
More information found here : https://support.ancestry.com/s/article/DonatingYearbooks
Also, looks like Boston Public Library has digitized many for Massachusetts
Yearbooks, they might be a good contact to reach out to.
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2018/07/05/online-massachusetts-yearbook-databaseboston-public-library/
Cheers,
Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System
Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
[facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/mcmlsTX>
[twitter] <http://twitter.com/mcmls>
[pinterest] <http://www.pinterest.com/mcmlstx/>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Carole Foster
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 7:34 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
Hi all:
Does anyone have a source for digitizing high school yearbooks in the Northeast
from a now-closed private high school? The alums maintain a school website and are
looking to post those 1920s-1970s yearbooks for alums. There is money to be spent
for this service and once the yearbooks are digitized, the alums don't care what
happens to the physical copy. Obviously, the hope is that the yearbooks are
searchable to optimize usefulness so any leads would be appreciated.
Regards,
Carole Foster
Archivist/Document Librarian
Binnacle Capital Services
30 Brattle Street
3rd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138
P- 617.234.2510
ccfoster at binnacle.org<mailto:ccfoster at binnacle.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/1e298343/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 967 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/1e298343/
attachment-0002.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 878 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/1e298343/
attachment-0003.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 2634 bytes
Desc: image003.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/1e298343/
attachment-0001.png>
From jhuffman at lapl.org Tue Oct 15 12:26:32 2019
From: jhuffman at lapl.org (Huffman, Julie)

Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2019 09:26:32 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing high school yearbooks
Message-ID: <CAEs5skKxQsbcqrv36vjHx1tH=Vq4m4keuniXp=GBF1sGemD4UQ@mail.gmail.com>
We use Northern Micrographics in Wisconsin to digitize our hardcopy city
directories, and they do an outstanding job. They've wanted to do our
yearbooks, as well, but we're not ready to get into that yet. You mail
them the book, they digitize it without disbinding it, and they will return
it to you unscathed when the job is done with a DVD containing the digital
format--they can even print a new copy of a hardcopy book from the newly
digitized file (if you want). They use ResCarta, which I find to be a very
precise OCR system.
Here is my contact: Alan Hamilton | Regional Sales Manager
Northern Micrographics | 2004 Kramer Street | La Crosse, WI 54603
ph: 800-236-0850 ext. 125| fx: 608-781-3883 | http://www.normicro.com |
alan.hamilton at nmt.com
Sincerely,
*Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org
*www.lapl.org* <http://www.lapl.org/>
Facebook <https://www.facebook.com/lapubliclibrary> | Twitter
<https://twitter.com/LAPublicLibrary> | Instagram
<https://www.instagram.com/lapubliclibrary> | Snapchat
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/lapubliclibrary>
------------------------Hi all:
Does anyone have a source for digitizing high school yearbooks in the
Northeast from a now-closed private high school? The alums maintain a
school website and are looking to post those 1920s-1970s yearbooks for
alums. There is money to be spent for this service and once the yearbooks
are digitized, the alums don?t care what happens to the physical copy.
Obviously, the hope is that the yearbooks are searchable to optimize
usefulness so any leads would be appreciated.
Regards,
Carole Foster
Archivist/Document Librarian
Binnacle Capital Services
30 Brattle Street
3rd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138
P- 617.234.2510
ccfoster at binnacle.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/
bb7de386/attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Tue Oct 15 16:28:41 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2019 16:28:41 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hNUf4ZgNQ6GLCH9COvf+TFewcqNzP7f4ZiR__qfvia5rg@mail.gmail.com>
We used the Oklahoma Correctional Institute. If the timespan is within
their current project, it is free! (including shipping both ways).
The product is a DVD(s) with one pdf file per yearbook. Yearbooks are
scanned at 300dpi which is adequate for printing at original size. Each pdf
much be opened to be searched (unless you have ways to search multiple pdfs
... I know they exist, I did it a number of years ago).
They do clean up images to remove most markings.
Outside their current project, digitization costs $10-$15 per book
depending on page count. I don't know about shipping.
Michael Gaines (ocirc at doc.ok.gov) was my contact last year. They did 5
boxes of 1950-1989 yearbooks in less than the advertised 8-10 weeks (more
like 6).
OCI has been around for years and takes security seriously vis-a-vis the
inmates and any potential privacy infringements.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/78424134/
attachment.html>
From lkindrick at cabq.gov Tue Oct 15 17:22:02 2019
From: lkindrick at cabq.gov (Kindrick, Lisa K.)
Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2019 21:22:02 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hNUf4ZgNQ6GLCH9COvf+TFewcqNzP7f4ZiR__qfvia5rg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>,
<CAAvK8hNUf4ZgNQ6GLCH9COvf+TFewcqNzP7f4ZiR__qfvia5rg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <A4B646C3D385054BA4517549769EFA2F0182DB1807@coaex04.coa.cabq.lcl>
We've also had many yearbooks digitized by OCI and are happy with the results. The
early Albuquerque High School yearbooks digitized by OCI are now on the New Mexico
Digital Collections website:
https://econtent.unm.edu/digital/collection/abclibrary/search/searchterm/La
%20Reata/field/all/mode/all/conn/all/order/title/ad/asc
They paid for shipping both ways and there was no charge for the PDF files.
great deal.
best wishes,
Lisa

A

[https://libapps.s3.amazonaws.com/customers/132/images/signature_image.png]
Lisa Kindrick
Librarian
Genealogy Center - Main Library
The Public Library
501 Copper Ave NW, Albuquerque, NM 87102
505.768.5131<tel:505.768.5131> |
abqlibrary.org<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__abqlibrary.org_&d=CwMFaQ&c=nQp_iw8Uzq1sgzSGIdF1j6KNEFgmuezNMJJZgU0t45g&r=Sl4Gas
BeTL1KatXOZQ-oQg&m=AYRzMAYF01wQ5eYhO6US7jxZlrWekP4z3buE9cTaZjM&s=IjSNQ91JWiJFMCrDtCy-7-9H7xlsWpMGXdi9Z1c4pI&e=>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Sarah Kirby [skirby at hctpl.info]
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 2:28 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
We used the Oklahoma Correctional Institute. If the timespan is within their
current project, it is free! (including shipping both ways).
The product is a DVD(s) with one pdf file per yearbook. Yearbooks are scanned at
300dpi which is adequate for printing at original size. Each pdf much be opened to
be searched (unless you have ways to search multiple pdfs ... I know they exist, I
did it a number of years ago).
They do clean up images to remove most markings.
Outside their current project, digitization costs $10-$15 per book depending on
page count. I don't know about shipping.
Michael Gaines (ocirc at doc.ok.gov<mailto:ocirc at doc.ok.gov>) was my contact
last year. They did 5 boxes of 1950-1989 yearbooks in less than the advertised 8-10
weeks (more like 6).
OCI has been around for years and takes security seriously vis-a-vis the inmates
and any potential privacy infringements.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us<https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/
clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&umid=36bacbeb-5fbf43a8-a61f-2badf9bad76f&auth=c5e193b2792d33bbda0d14ee5f909adbb398f0283f45afd25404ce7f4c2f1856e5733cf08c90800d> | www.facebook.com/HCTPL<https://hes32ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.facebook.com
%2fHCTPL&umid=36bacbeb-5fbf-43a8-a61f2badf9bad76f&auth=c5e193b2792d33bbda0d14ee5f909adbb398f0281f2a7a29a8193f50857798915c2585faa591bcbd>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/64741a3b/
attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Tue Oct 15 23:14:09 2019
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (mkmannix at gmail.com)
Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2019 23:14:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <A4B646C3D385054BA4517549769EFA2F0182DB1807@coaex04.coa.cabq.lcl>
References:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
<CAAvK8hNUf4ZgNQ6GLCH9COvf+TFewcqNzP7f4ZiR__qfvia5rg@mail.gmail.com>
<A4B646C3D385054BA4517549769EFA2F0182DB1807@coaex04.coa.cabq.lcl>
Message-ID: <8014787B-E87D-402D-87D5-B793C760D8F9@gmail.com>
OCI will also ship them anywhere you want, for free, when that are done. Since it
sounds like the originals don?t need to go back. We only had our duplicates
digitized, we had a lot of dups, and OCI sent them off to Allen County for us when
the were done. Two birds with one stone! There might be some place that would be
honored to have yours after digitization.
Mary Mannix
Sent from my phone, in case lots of "typos". Well, that is the story I am sticking
to.
> On Oct 15, 2019, at 5:22 PM, Kindrick, Lisa K. <lkindrick at cabq.gov> wrote:
>
> We've also had many yearbooks digitized by OCI and are happy with the results.
The early Albuquerque High School yearbooks digitized by OCI are now on the New
Mexico Digital Collections website:
> https://econtent.unm.edu/digital/collection/abclibrary/search/searchterm/La
%20Reata/field/all/mode/all/conn/all/order/title/ad/asc
>
> They paid for shipping both ways and there was no charge for the PDF files. A
great deal.
>
> best wishes,
>
> Lisa
>
>
> Lisa Kindrick
> Librarian
> Genealogy Center - Main Library
> The Public Library
> 501 Copper Ave NW, Albuquerque, NM 87102
>
> 505.768.5131 | abqlibrary.org
>
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Sarah Kirby [skirby at hctpl.info]
> Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 2:28 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
>
> We used the Oklahoma Correctional Institute. If the timespan is within their
current project, it is free! (including shipping both ways).

>
> The product is a DVD(s) with one pdf file per yearbook. Yearbooks are scanned at
300dpi which is adequate for printing at original size. Each pdf much be opened to
be searched (unless you have ways to search multiple pdfs ... I know they exist, I
did it a number of years ago).
> They do clean up images to remove most markings.
>
> Outside their current project, digitization costs $10-$15 per book depending on
page count. I don't know about shipping.
>
> Michael Gaines (ocirc at doc.ok.gov) was my contact last year. They did 5 boxes
of 1950-1989 yearbooks in less than the advertised 8-10 weeks (more like 6).
> OCI has been around for years and takes security seriously vis-a-vis the inmates
and any potential privacy infringements.
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
> =======================================================
> This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191015/9a5cfd26/
attachment.html>
From merlynliberty at gmail.com Wed Oct 16 07:52:34 2019
From: merlynliberty at gmail.com (Merlyn Liberty)
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2019 07:52:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CA+W5k905s9WHQGYJ8C1tg5oe3xYT572bm7-A2GN-VFgfgcFJaA@mail.gmail.com>
If the school is located in Massachusetts, Digital Commonwealth scans
yearbooks free to a nominal cost. They are scanned in partnership with The
Internet Archive, I believe. Digital Commonwealth's HQ is at the Boston
Public Library main branch. They do pickup and delivery of items.
Digital Commonwealth membership:
https://digitalcommonwealth.wildapricot.org/
Regards,
Merlyn Liberty
Librarian Archivist
Dyer Memorial Library & Archives
28 Centre Ave * P.O. Box 2245
Abington, MA 02351
info at dyerlibrary.org

781-878-8480
dyerlibrary.org
On Tue, Oct 15, 2019 at 8:34 AM Carole Foster <ccfoster at binnacle.org> wrote:
> Hi all:
>
> Does anyone have a source for digitizing high school yearbooks in the
> Northeast from a now-closed private high school? The alums maintain a
> school website and are looking to post those 1920s-1970s yearbooks for
> alums. There is money to be spent for this service and once the
> yearbooks are digitized, the alums don?t care what happens to the physical
> copy. Obviously, the hope is that the yearbooks are searchable to
> optimize usefulness so any leads would be appreciated.
>
> Regards,
>
> Carole Foster
>
> Archivist/Document Librarian
>
> Binnacle Capital Services
>
> 30 Brattle Street
>
> 3rd Floor
>
> Cambridge, MA 02138
>
> P- 617.234.2510
>
> ccfoster at binnacle.org
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191016/
e6d49768/attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Wed Oct 16 13:44:29 2019
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2019 17:44:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records
Message-ID: <6062b16d98d2478cb2ed74bbed4c35a6@wtcpl.org>
Our library just accepted a donation of the funeral records of a recently defunct
local funeral home. The records begin in the late 1800s and extend to 2017. We
have already copied the records up to 1965, indexed them and placed them on the
library shelves, but we are worried about sensitive information found in the
records as we approach current date. We assume we will remove social security
numbers and phone numbers moving forward, but were still wondering about other
information and how other libraries have approached donations like this.

Many thanks in advance,
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191016/37735f2e/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191016/37735f2e/
attachment.png>
From skirby at hctpl.info Wed Oct 16 16:49:51 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2019 16:49:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records
In-Reply-To: <6062b16d98d2478cb2ed74bbed4c35a6@wtcpl.org>
References: <6062b16d98d2478cb2ed74bbed4c35a6@wtcpl.org>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hMQN=1pDZFXHq9X85G3eHod4COVf_y-92neOF5OLN7AGA@mail.gmail.com>
We keep the more recent records in a staff-access only area. Then we
"redact" them as needed by placing sticky-notes over the information and
watching carefully as they are handled.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Wed, Oct 16, 2019 at 1:44 PM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our library just accepted a donation of the funeral records of a recently
defunct local funeral home. The records begin in the late 1800s and extend
to 2017. We have already copied the records up to 1965, indexed them and
placed them on the library shelves, but we are worried about sensitive
information found in the records as we approach current date. We assume we
will remove social security numbers and phone numbers moving forward, but

> were still wondering about other information and how other libraries have
> approached donations like this.
>
>
>
> Many thanks in advance,
>
>
>
> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
>
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org
>
> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
> * John Lubbock*
>
>
>
> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From genbook at gmail.com Wed Oct 16 16:56:14 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2019 16:56:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hMQN=1pDZFXHq9X85G3eHod4COVf_y-92neOF5OLN7AGA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <6062b16d98d2478cb2ed74bbed4c35a6@wtcpl.org>
<CAAvK8hMQN=1pDZFXHq9X85G3eHod4COVf_y-92neOF5OLN7AGA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXx9fdAuV0xBQPjSGUKQZDsM3+FneUEqX-OL24gNa0oLQ@mail.gmail.com>
In our state, NY, we can show births from older than 75 years, an
marriages from older than 50 years. There are INDEXES which by law can come
down to the present, but at least in NY the state is very strict on the
privacy laws.
I just checked FamilySearch for Ohio and they have INDEXES down to 2007 on
that site.

Larry Naukam
On Wed, Oct 16, 2019 at 4:50 PM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
> We keep the more recent records in a staff-access only area. Then we
> "redact" them as needed by placing sticky-notes over the information and
> watching carefully as they are handled.
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>
>
> On Wed, Oct 16, 2019 at 1:44 PM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Our library just accepted a donation of the funeral records of a recently
>> defunct local funeral home. The records begin in the late 1800s and extend
>> to 2017. We have already copied the records up to 1965, indexed them and
>> placed them on the library shelves, but we are worried about sensitive
>> information found in the records as we approach current date. We assume we
>> will remove social security numbers and phone numbers moving forward, but
>> were still wondering about other information and how other libraries have
>> approached donations like this.
>>
>>
>>
>> Many thanks in advance,
>>
>>
>>
>> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
>> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
>> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
>> Warren, Ohio 44483
>> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
>>
>> glasgowe at wtcpl.org
>>
>> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
>> * John Lubbock*
>>
>>
>>
>> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list

> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From skirby at hctpl.info Wed Oct 16 16:56:32 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2019 16:56:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free Preservation Learning Opportunity at HCTPL,
Huntington, Indiana (LEU Approved), 6 Nov 2019 at 6:30p
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hM2rwHj7omRGWT=YugMHm7BLLbj7KLGoWwjNsjNqvNb8w@mail.gmail.com>
Please excuse cross-posting.
Feel free to invite your local museum counterparts.
This is the program for the Huntington County Genealogical Society which
takes place in the Indiana Room. A short business meeting will precede the
program.
*Textiles 101 ? Preservation by IHS*, Karen DePauw
Much of what we do to preserve our textile-based collection items is
classified as preventative. We aim to preserve items for the future while
making it possible to still display and study them. Learn a bit about the
basic preservation techniques for textile-based items, as well as helpful,
budget-friendly tips. Also, understand how to determine when conservation
is needed and when it might be safely done in-house or requires a
professional.
As coordinator of Local History Services at the Indiana Historical Society,
Karen DePauw serves Indiana organizations through collection care trainings
and workshops. She received a bachelor of arts in history at Quincy
University and a master of science from the University of Rhode Island
focusing on historic costumes and textile conservation. Karen?s passion for
historic costumes and textiles has led to the publication of two books, The
Care and Display of Historic Clothing, and The House of Worth: Fashion
Sketches 1916-1918. She is a member of the American Association for State
and Local History Field Services Alliance and an active member of the
Costume Society of America.
The Huntington City-Township Public Library is located at 255 W Park Dr.,
Huntington (approximately 30 minutes southwest of Ft. Wayne on US-24).
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library

skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kimgenhist08 at gmail.com Wed Oct 16 23:43:37 2019
From: kimgenhist08 at gmail.com (Kim S. Harrison)
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2019 20:43:37 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] National Genealogical Society's Librarian's Day
Message-ID: <CAAV9_q+vcujacHYUZ2yHa4=d1Gq2XezU-P06_CFV2gv=ZsAUZQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello:
Here is the information for NGS's Librarian Day, 19th May 2020 (Tuesday) in
Salt Lake City, UT. The day will be held at the Salt Palace and will
include lunch with the day.
PROGRAM
- 8:15 a.m. Registration
- 8:45 a.m. Welcome and Introductions ? Kim S. Harrison, Chair of NGS
2020 Librarians? Day
- 9:00 a.m. Serving Genealogical Researchers at Public Libraries ? Ari
Wilkins 10:15 a.m. Break
- 10:30 a.m. Researching the West: Denver Public Library Patricia Jordan
Roberts
- 11:45 a.m. Break
- 12:00 p.m. Lunch 1:00 p.m. ProQuest Presentation ? William Forsyth
- 1:30 p.m. Calamity Janes, Cowboys, and Catalog Women: Researching
Frontier Men and Women in Newspapers ? Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS
- 2:45 p.m. Break
- 3:00 p.m. Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines: Guarding and Patrolling our
Western Frontier Michael L. Strauss, AG
Hope to see you there!
Respectfully,
Kim
NGS 2020 Librarian's Day Chair
-*Kim S. Harrison*
kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
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From ccfoster at binnacle.org Thu Oct 17 07:19:44 2019
From: ccfoster at binnacle.org (Carole Foster)
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 11:19:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hNUf4ZgNQ6GLCH9COvf+TFewcqNzP7f4ZiR__qfvia5rg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<DM6PR13MB36449B9700A657E01A69E435B7930@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
<CAAvK8hNUf4ZgNQ6GLCH9COvf+TFewcqNzP7f4ZiR__qfvia5rg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR13MB364403847C54BFB019C85F05B76D0@DM6PR13MB3644.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
I have heard good things about the OCI ? I will pass this information along to the
people making the decisions.
Carole
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 4:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing High School Yearbooks
We used the Oklahoma Correctional Institute. If the timespan is within their
current project, it is free! (including shipping both ways).
The product is a DVD(s) with one pdf file per yearbook. Yearbooks are scanned at
300dpi which is adequate for printing at original size. Each pdf much be opened to
be searched (unless you have ways to search multiple pdfs ... I know they exist, I
did it a number of years ago).
They do clean up images to remove most markings.
Outside their current project, digitization costs $10-$15 per book depending on
page count. I don't know about shipping.
Michael Gaines (ocirc at doc.ok.gov<mailto:ocirc at doc.ok.gov>) was my contact
last year. They did 5 boxes of 1950-1989 yearbooks in less than the advertised 8-10
weeks (more like 6).
OCI has been around for years and takes security seriously vis-a-vis the inmates
and any potential privacy infringements.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
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From shouck at starklibrary.org Thu Oct 17 11:43:11 2019
From: shouck at starklibrary.org (Stephanie Houck)
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 15:43:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records (Elizabeth
Glasgow)
Message-ID: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD5B3EC0@EX2010.scdl.local>

Hi Elizabeth;
Our library has a set of marriage records in which the SSN's were written on the
application. Mostly in the 1990's. To protect the privacy of that information, we
removed them from the public floor and have them in a staff only area. The
genealogy staff are the only ones permitted to make scans or copy from these
particular records and when doing so they omit the SSN's before giving in to the
patron.
I hope this helps.
Sincerely,
Stephanie
Stephanie M. Houck, C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main/Genealogy
p:

330-458-2757

e:
w:

shouck at starklibrary.org
www.StarkLibrary.org

________________________________________
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Wed, 16 Oct 2019 17:44:29 +0000
From: Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records
Message-ID: <6062b16d98d2478cb2ed74bbed4c35a6 at wtcpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Our library just accepted a donation of the funeral records of a recently defunct
local funeral home. The records begin in the late 1800s and extend to 2017. We
have already copied the records up to 1965, indexed them and placed them on the
library shelves, but we are worried about sensitive information found in the
records as we approach current date. We assume we will remove social security
numbers and phone numbers moving forward, but were still wondering about other
information and how other libraries have approached donations like this.
Many thanks in advance,
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

[WTCPL_Logo_Email]

From tbeaird at plainfieldpubliclibrary.org Thu Oct 17 14:29:08 2019
From: tbeaird at plainfieldpubliclibrary.org (Tina Beaird)
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 13:29:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 193, Issue 4
In-Reply-To: <mailman.4447.1571283832.1262.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.4447.1571283832.1262.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAC5oH4h=s5F-RN4qb+Vi_xfsdZmu7JwHEhN8+QtrUzYbO_SrjA@mail.gmail.com>
Personal Information found in records:
Our library follows the Illinois State statute opening death records at the
20 year mark.
I would follow whatever governor your state places on records access(unless
it's ridiculous).
Tina Beaird
Plainfield Public Library
15025 S. Illinois St.
Plainfield,Illinois 60544
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Thu Oct 17 15:06:25 2019
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 19:06:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Problem
Message-ID:
<BY5PR18MB3266E43C74B6B295329F949FA96D0@BY5PR18MB3266.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Hello,
Is anyone else have problems when using ALE getting the suggested records to show
up on the right side of the page? When I use my personal account the suggested
records appear and allow me to click on other people in the record and go to their
suggested records. ALE it is just a blank space, or if they do happen to appear it
won't allow us to click on another name and go to those records. Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 x1153
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191017/7c4f59f2/
attachment.html>
From rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net Thu Oct 17 15:34:15 2019
From: rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net (Reann Poray)
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 15:34:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Problem

In-Reply-To:
<BY5PR18MB3266E43C74B6B295329F949FA96D0@BY5PR18MB3266.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY5PR18MB3266E43C74B6B295329F949FA96D0@BY5PR18MB3266.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAC86nJcGQ85S==kmsw4=uOTPrNLS4GLVu1cAcXv2HRTJX3Ug6w@mail.gmail.com>
Yes! I noticed that today as well. In fact, I had "suggested records"
with a search I did, and then when I came back to the same search the
suggested records were gone.
Reann Poray
Indiana Room
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, IN

On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 3:06 PM Rhonda Stoffer <rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us>
wrote:
> Hello,
>
>
>
> Is anyone else have problems when using ALE getting the suggested records
> to show up on the right side of the page? When I use my personal account
> the suggested records appear and allow me to click on other people in the
> record and go to their suggested records. ALE it is just a blank space, or
> if they do happen to appear it won?t allow us to click on another name and
> go to those records. Thanks!
>
>
>
> Rhonda Stoffer
>
> Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
>
> Marion Public Library
>
> 600 S Washington
>
> Marion, IN 46953
>
> 765-668-2900 x1153
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Thu Oct 17 15:45:46 2019
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)

Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 19:45:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Problem
In-Reply-To: <CAC86nJcGQ85S==kmsw4=uOTPrNLS4GLVu1cAcXv2HRTJX3Ug6w@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY5PR18MB3266E43C74B6B295329F949FA96D0@BY5PR18MB3266.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
<CAC86nJcGQ85S==kmsw4=uOTPrNLS4GLVu1cAcXv2HRTJX3Ug6w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY5PR18MB326695ACDE26D7E05AC3AD3EA96D0@BY5PR18MB3266.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
I had that as well. Hopefully it is fixed soon!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 x1153
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Reann Poray
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 3:34 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Problem
Yes! I noticed that today as well. In fact, I had "suggested records" with a
search I did, and then when I came back to the same search the suggested records
were gone.
Reann Poray
Indiana Room
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, IN
[https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=10GcLDteqiT7lM5g6dZ3Gx_16bXWgsE8&revid=0B3DhMw_snoXXOGhjOWY2VkFvUTFtSmFjRnVGeGNhWGNKd1p3PQ]
On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 3:06 PM Rhonda Stoffer <rstoffer at
marion.lib.in.us<mailto:rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us>> wrote:
Hello,
Is anyone else have problems when using ALE getting the suggested records to show
up on the right side of the page? When I use my personal account the suggested
records appear and allow me to click on other people in the record and go to their
suggested records. ALE it is just a blank space, or if they do happen to appear it
won?t allow us to click on another name and go to those records. Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 x1153
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From brookea429 at roadrunner.com Thu Oct 17 22:16:23 2019
From: brookea429 at roadrunner.com (Brooke Anderson)
Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2019 22:16:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Message-ID: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering to
share a program they had done on how to research the history of your house.

I've searched the archives but not found it.

I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did you
do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.

Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com <mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191017/
d5dc3eea/attachment.html>
From suzannelevy at cox.net Fri Oct 18 08:30:48 2019
From: suzannelevy at cox.net (Suzanne Levy)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 08:30:48 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
References: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
Message-ID: <CAAHy0NqE7f0y0ND8E-_ktucUoT-Mmpe0gPwKPQp+S0rToG_85Q@mail.gmail.com>
We recently had a program at the Fairfax County Public Library. Speakers
were a former staffer at county Planning and Zoning who visited and
researched all the homes on our County Historic Sites list, updating them.
And a new member of county Zoning (now called the Dept. of Planning and
Development) also participated. They discussed various methods of
researching your home, including both online sources and checking property
tax lists, deeds and more. You might also include someone from your
county's court records department who would know what to search there. The
program was well attended and very helpful.

On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 10:16 PM Brooke Anderson <brookea429 at roadrunner.com>
wrote:
> Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering to
> share a program they had done on how to research the history of your house.
>
>
>
> I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
>
>
>
> I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
> appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did
> you do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.
>
>
>
> Brooke Anderson
>
> Library Chair
>
> Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
>
> brookea429 at roadrunner.com
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From allenroberta54 at gmail.com Fri Oct 18 08:35:08 2019
From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 07:35:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <CAAHy0NqE7f0y0ND8E-_ktucUoT-Mmpe0gPwKPQp+S0rToG_85Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
<CAAHy0NqE7f0y0ND8E-_ktucUoT-Mmpe0gPwKPQp+S0rToG_85Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAC4qq-GdJ=MQFM8KdETZ7cDwvopUJ3iqxTP4otCqJ3J5BzMQew@mail.gmail.com>
I'm a retired librarian from Danville, IL. I created a handout for patrons.
I did a talk about finding the history of a house.
If you like I could send an copy as an attachment.
Let me know what you think.
Roberta Allen
On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 7:31 AM Suzanne Levy <suzannelevy at cox.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>

We recently had a program at the Fairfax County Public Library. Speakers
were a former staffer at county Planning and Zoning who visited and
researched all the homes on our County Historic Sites list, updating them.
And a new member of county Zoning (now called the Dept. of Planning and

> Development) also participated. They discussed various methods of
> researching your home, including both online sources and checking property
> tax lists, deeds and more. You might also include someone from your
> county's court records department who would know what to search there. The
> program was well attended and very helpful.
>
> On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 10:16 PM Brooke Anderson <
> brookea429 at roadrunner.com> wrote:
>
>> Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering
>> to share a program they had done on how to research the history of your
>> house.
>>
>>
>>
>> I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
>>
>>
>>
>> I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
>> appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did
>> you do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.
>>
>>
>>
>> Brooke Anderson
>>
>> Library Chair
>>
>> Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
>>
>> brookea429 at roadrunner.com
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/622d8e04/
attachment.html>
From brookea429 at roadrunner.com Fri Oct 18 09:20:12 2019
From: brookea429 at roadrunner.com (brookea429 at roadrunner.com)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 13:20:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Message-ID: <e582462852314bdaeea796d10397b2e3a803b55a@webmail>
I had planned to ask the County Recorder to participate but I never
thought of Planning and Zoning. I will look into that. Thank you. .

Brooke
"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, but a librarian can bring
you back the right one" Neil Gaiman
-----------------------------------------From: "Suzanne Levy"
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Cc:
Sent: Friday October 18 2019 8:30:48AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
We recently had a program at the Fairfax County Public Library.
Speakers were a former staffer at county Planning and Zoning who
visited and researched all the homes on our County Historic Sites
list, updating them. And a new member of county Zoning (now called the
Dept. of Planning and Development) also participated. They discussed
various methods of researching your home, including both online
sources and checking property tax lists, deeds and more. You might
also include someone from your county's court records department who
would know what to search there. The program was well attended and
very helpful.
On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 10:16 PM Brooke Anderson wrote:
Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone
offering to share a program they had done on how to research the
history of your house.
I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also
did you do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder,
etc.
Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com [2]
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [3]
[4]http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib [5]
Links:
-----[1] mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com
[2] mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com
[3] mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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[5] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/
d69d04c2/attachment-0001.html>

From brookea429 at roadrunner.com Fri Oct 18 09:20:39 2019
From: brookea429 at roadrunner.com (brookea429 at roadrunner.com)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 13:20:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Message-ID: <7ac55739f9d505542e76a99fb00a2e2d6a964896@webmail>
Yes, I would appreciate the handout. I'm starting from scratch so all
options are open.
Brooke
"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, but a librarian can bring
you back the right one" Neil Gaiman
-----------------------------------------From: "Roberta Allen"
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Cc:
Sent: Friday October 18 2019 8:35:08AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
I'm a retired librarian from Danville, IL. I created a handout for
patrons.I did a talk about finding the history of a house.If you like
I could send an copy as an attachment.Let me know what you think.
Roberta Allen
On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 7:31 AM Suzanne Levy wrote:
We recently had a program at the Fairfax County Public Library.
Speakers were a former staffer at county Planning and Zoning who
visited and researched all the homes on our County Historic Sites
list, updating them. And a new member of county Zoning (now called the
Dept. of Planning and Development) also participated. They discussed
various methods of researching your home, including both online
sources and checking property tax lists, deeds and more. You might
also include someone from your county's court records department who
would know what to search there. The program was well attended and
very helpful.
On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 10:16 PM Brooke Anderson wrote:
Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone
offering to share a program they had done on how to research the
history of your house.
I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also
did you do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder,
etc.
Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com [3]
_______________________________________________
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/6a4954e5/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Fri Oct 18 09:26:23 2019
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 13:26:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <7ac55739f9d505542e76a99fb00a2e2d6a964896@webmail>
References: <7ac55739f9d505542e76a99fb00a2e2d6a964896@webmail>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1D3A4792@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
I would appreciate the handout, too.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Yes, I would appreciate the handout. I'm starting from scratch so all options are
open.
Brooke
"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, but a librarian can bring you back the
right one" Neil Gaiman
----------------------------------------From: "Roberta Allen"
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Cc:
Sent: Friday October 18 2019 8:35:08AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
I'm a retired librarian from Danville, IL. I created a handout for patrons.
I did a talk about finding the history of a house.
If you like I could send an copy as an attachment.
Let me know what you think.
Roberta Allen

On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 7:31 AM Suzanne Levy <suzannelevy at
cox.net<mailto:suzannelevy at cox.net>> wrote:
We recently had a program at the Fairfax County Public Library. Speakers were a
former staffer at county Planning and Zoning who visited and researched all the
homes on our County Historic Sites list, updating them. And a new member of county
Zoning (now called the Dept. of Planning and Development) also participated. They
discussed various methods of researching your home, including both online sources
and checking property tax lists, deeds and more. You might also include someone
from your county's court records department who would know what to search there.
The program was well attended and very helpful.
On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 10:16 PM Brooke Anderson <brookea429 at
roadrunner.com<mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com>> wrote:
Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering to share a
program they had done on how to research the history of your house.
I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would appreciate
hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did you do it all
yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.
Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com<mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com>
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/30657633/
attachment.html>
From joe_everett at byu.edu Fri Oct 18 09:35:51 2019
From: joe_everett at byu.edu (Joe Everett)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 13:35:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] RootsTech London
Message-ID:
<MWHPR08MB3646FEA6A5B93F128FF3A3AE906C0@MWHPR08MB3646.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Are any of you planning to attend RootsTech London? If so, I?d love to see you
there. Also, if anyone is aware of any extra stuff going on in connection with the
conference for genealogy librarians, please share. Personally, I?ll be researching
at the British Library Wednesday morning, so I might run into some of you there.
(If you are considering going and haven?t already registered to use their reading
room and requested items to be retrieved, you?ll want to do that online right
away.)
Joe

Joseph B. Everett, MLS
Family History, Local History, and Microforms Librarian
2246 Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602
joe_everett at byu.edu
(801) 422-7661
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 5:21 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Advice for a growing genealogical library
I'm in a fairly large public library collection (at least for my population size).
I agree with the collection development policy others have mentioned.
As far as online goes - I do use online availability to sometimes influence
buying/retention BUT ONLY in those areas that are not frequently used by my
patrons. For instance, I'm in northeast Indiana and many of our settlers came from
a few counties in Ohio and Pennsylvania, before that. I will continue to keep/buy
print copies even if it is online for those key resources. But, for county
histories from the south end of the state -- I'll keep what I have, even add a few
if they're available for free on discussion lists, but I won't buy any because most
of them are online and the counties are rarely, if ever, of interest to my patrons.
If you have a good relationship with the society, you might even ask them about
their druthers when in a space crunch. (Non-binding of course.)
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
On Sun, Oct 6, 2019 at 2:17 AM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com<mailto:nannerstx at
gmail.com>> wrote:
If you get census indexes or transcriptions from several sources, kerp them all!
Each one might transcribe a name a different way and for those wit hard to find
ancestors every help they can get is marvelous. Common surnames and families who
have no imagination in first names are just as much a problem as those who have odd
and easily mispelled names. Not every family has a Decimus Et Ultimas Barziza!
Nan
On Sun, Oct 6, 2019, 12:10 AM Arlene Miles <amiles at
californiaancestors.org<mailto:amiles at californiaancestors.org>> wrote:
Get several catalogs from companies that sell library furniture and shelving, etc..
Buy the middle priced items that will give you enough space for growth.
Arlene Miles
On Sat, Oct 5, 2019, 4:57 PM BJ Jamieson <bj.jamieson at
gmail.com<mailto:bj.jamieson at gmail.com>> wrote:
I?m the genealogy reference specialist at the Maine State Library ~ rather
unusually, I didn?t bring my work computer home with me this weekend, so replying
from my personal email.

In addition to what others have said (yeah for written collection development
policies!), what I?m doing:
A. On printed material that is now on-line: keeping it but moving from prime
shelving (for example, old DAR lineage books are the first thing a patron currently
sees when walking in ~ old and shabby looking, and not where anyone should start
research) to either back shelves or our easily accessible storage area.
B. Methodology ~ I?m focusing my current book buying on methodology books, as the
easy of on-line research means that many people do lots of research without really
understanding good methodology or how records vary in different times/places. So I?
m getting books on Italian research, DNA basics, where to look for military
ancestors, and so on. I think it?s working ~ a local DAR chapter just gave us money
for my choice of books; our technical services person delivered 14 of the new books
to me yesterday at 9:30 a.m. and by the end of the day, 5 had already been checked
out. OK, so one was to me, but still ;-)
C. Overall weeding is at my discretion. I?m fairly quick to cull older DNA and
technology books, but the 1850 census is the 1850 census, even if it?s much easier
to access now than 50 years ago, so I?m tending to keep books on sources, for
example, unless the condition of the book is the reason for weeding.
Hope this helps!
B.J.
On Sat, Oct 5, 2019 at 1:49 PM Kim S. Harrison <kimgenhist08 at
gmail.com<mailto:kimgenhist08 at gmail.com>> wrote:
Hello:
The West Valley Genealogical Society?s Library is expanding and growing.
problem to have but it does bring up some questions.

A good

First, we are looking for some advice on your shelving units that your library
uses. What do you like about the brand/model you picked? If you had to do it over
again, what would you change? We are looking at 6 shelve high units which would
give us a lot more space for books.

Second, does your library have a policy for weeding their genealogical collection?
The question does your library remove print materials from the collection if they
are online? The society is split between moving more online vs. print. We do have
a computer lab of 15 computer but are membership is over 700 plus members.

-B.J. Jamieson bj.jamieson at gmail.com<mailto:bj.jamieson at gmail.com>
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/156b9a32/
attachment.html>
From allenroberta54 at gmail.com Fri Oct 18 09:42:17 2019
From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 08:42:17 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?IMG=5F20191018=5F0002=2Epdf_=E2=80=94_Page_1?=
Message-ID: <5da9c13b.1c69fb81.643fe.c0cc@mx.google.com>

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/9820643d/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: IMG_20191018_0002.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 636699 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/9820643d/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From allenroberta54 at gmail.com Fri Oct 18 09:43:48 2019
From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 08:43:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?IMG=5F20191018=5F0002=2Epdf_=E2=80=94_Page_2?=
Message-ID: <5da9c196.1c69fb81.d6928.a4b6@mx.google.com>
You may wish revise this for your community.

Roberta Allen

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/3ff9cf73/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: IMG_20191018_0002.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 636699 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/3ff9cf73/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From allenroberta54 at gmail.com Fri Oct 18 09:56:20 2019
From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 08:56:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?IMG=5F20191018=5F0003=2Epdf_=E2=80=94_Page_1?=
Message-ID: <5da9c486.1c69fb81.6e85b.d84f@mx.google.com>

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/
d180aa24/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: IMG_20191018_0003.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 637107 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/
d180aa24/attachment-0001.pdf>
From allenroberta54 at gmail.com Fri Oct 18 09:57:18 2019
From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 08:57:18 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?IMG=5F20191018=5F0003=2Epdf_=E2=80=94_Page_2?=
Message-ID: <5da9c4c0.1c69fb81.12569.4881@mx.google.com>

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/
c6eabd0e/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: IMG_20191018_0003.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 637107 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/
c6eabd0e/attachment-0001.pdf>
From mailbox at westhurleylibrary.org Fri Oct 18 11:24:28 2019
From: mailbox at westhurleylibrary.org (Kara Lustiber)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 11:24:28 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
References: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
Message-ID: <568402738.1208508.1571412269001@email.ionos.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/

b0981d5d/attachment.html>
From mailbox at westhurleylibrary.org Fri Oct 18 11:42:22 2019
From: mailbox at westhurleylibrary.org (Kara Lustiber)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 11:42:22 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <CAC4qq-GdJ=MQFM8KdETZ7cDwvopUJ3iqxTP4otCqJ3J5BzMQew@mail.gmail.com>
References: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
<CAAHy0NqE7f0y0ND8E-_ktucUoT-Mmpe0gPwKPQp+S0rToG_85Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAC4qq-GdJ=MQFM8KdETZ7cDwvopUJ3iqxTP4otCqJ3J5BzMQew@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <19506252.1210425.1571413342371@email.ionos.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/15920a63/
attachment.html>
From mailbox at westhurleylibrary.org Fri Oct 18 11:45:04 2019
From: mailbox at westhurleylibrary.org (Kara Lustiber)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 11:45:04 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib]
=?utf-8?q?IMG=5F20191018=5F0003=2Epdf_=E2=80=94_Page_2?=
In-Reply-To: <5da9c4c0.1c69fb81.12569.4881@mx.google.com>
References: <5da9c4c0.1c69fb81.12569.4881@mx.google.com>
Message-ID: <1284893661.1210727.1571413504819@email.ionos.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/
fca992f5/attachment.html>
From dnjperson at comcast.net Fri Oct 18 20:30:53 2019
From: dnjperson at comcast.net (Don Person)
Date: Fri, 18 Oct 2019 17:30:53 -0700
Subject: [Genealib]
=?utf-8?q?IMG=5F20191018=5F0003=2Epdf_=E2=80=94_Page_1?=
In-Reply-To: <5da9c486.1c69fb81.6e85b.d84f@mx.google.com>
References: <5da9c486.1c69fb81.6e85b.d84f@mx.google.com>
Message-ID: <D7C7047B-55D5-419F-8BE7-72CDB0F10BA4@comcast.net>
Hi Roberta,
I think lots of our Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society (LAGS to all of us) don?t
see this wonderful forum. Would you kindly allow me to share this with us
Californians? We?d be very grateful; it looks perfect.
Judy Person
> On Oct 18, 2019, at 6:56 AM, Roberta Allen <allenroberta54 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
> Sent from Mail <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986> for Windows 10
>
> <IMG_20191018_0003.pdf>_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191018/
e0d71d13/attachment.html>
From allenroberta54 at gmail.com Sat Oct 19 06:38:02 2019
From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2019 05:38:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib]
=?utf-8?q?IMG=5F20191018=5F0003=2Epdf_=E2=80=94_Page_1?=
In-Reply-To: <D7C7047B-55D5-419F-8BE7-72CDB0F10BA4@comcast.net>
References: <5da9c486.1c69fb81.6e85b.d84f@mx.google.com>
<D7C7047B-55D5-419F-8BE7-72CDB0F10BA4@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CAC4qq-Fwx+pbrNVzCuDZL=ciWDTrqbMQpHngacpSgBjmDmK9OA@mail.gmail.com>
Yes, thank you.
Roberta Allen
On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 7:31 PM Don Person <dnjperson at comcast.net> wrote:
> Hi Roberta,
>
> I think lots of our Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society (LAGS to all of
> us) don?t see this wonderful forum. Would you kindly allow me to share this
> with us Californians? We?d be very grateful; it looks perfect.
>
> Judy Person
>
> On Oct 18, 2019, at 6:56 AM, Roberta Allen <allenroberta54 at gmail.com>
> wrote:
>
>
>
> Sent from Mail <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986> for
> Windows 10
>
> <IMG_20191018_0003.pdf>_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191019/821f8d8a/
attachment.html>
From bstahr at bellsouth.net Sun Oct 20 13:07:28 2019
From: bstahr at bellsouth.net (Beth Stahr)
Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2019 17:07:28 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Position - St Tammay Parish Library,
Covington, LA
References: <2097263548.2767642.1571591248629.ref@mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <2097263548.2767642.1571591248629@mail.yahoo.com>

Dear Genealibbers:
With the permission of the St. Tammany Parish Library Administration, I am sharing
this opening. This position requires an
MLS/MLIS.?https://recruiting.paylocity.com/Recruiting/Jobs/Details/175898
I do not work for STPL, but for a nearby academic library. I cannot answer most
questions about the position, but I recommend Covington as a wonderful place to
live and work with a rich history and culture. We are located just north of New
Orleans, on the "Northshore". I'd be happy to respond to any questions off-list.
Beth Stahr, MLS, MA, CGHead of Reference/InstructionSims Memorial
LibrarySoutheastern Louisiana UniversityHammond, Louisiana

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191020/07d9bfec/
attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Mon Oct 21 09:01:46 2019
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Mon, 21 Oct 2019 13:01:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] RootsTech London
Message-ID: <0392015E-16AB-4EA4-A941-86F2A90AB3B4@usf.edu>
Joe,
I?m speaking at RootsTech London and hope to see you there.
Regards,
Drew Smith
-Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
University of South Florida
813-974-3492
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Joe Everett
<joe_everett at byu.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Friday, October 18, 2019 at 9:37 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] RootsTech London
Are any of you planning to attend RootsTech London? If so, I?d love to see you
there. Also, if anyone is aware of any extra stuff going on in connection with the
conference for genealogy librarians, please share. Personally, I?ll be researching
at the British Library Wednesday morning, so I might run into some of you there.
(If you are considering going and haven?t already registered to use their reading
room and requested items to be retrieved, you?ll want to do that online right

away.)
Joe
Joseph B. Everett, MLS
Family History, Local History, and Microforms Librarian
2246 Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602
joe_everett at byu.edu
(801) 422-7661
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From LThornton at cn.edu Tue Oct 22 08:57:20 2019
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Tue, 22 Oct 2019 12:57:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Tennessee Agricultural Publications
Message-ID: <a6c0c13317f841a6956680a7da9d0d2d@cn.edu>
I thought I'd share this press release in case some of you help clients researching
Tennessee farmers:
Historical UT Agricultural Publications Now Available as Digital
Collections<https://www.lib.utk.edu/news/2019/10/historical-ut-agriculturalpublications-now-available-as-digital-collections/>
Three unique agricultural publications from University of Tennessee Extension and
the Agricultural Experiment Station have been preserved as digital collections by
the University of Tennessee Libraries. These vintage publications, created between
1922 and 1990, contain historical information about agriculture in Tennessee.
The Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station (today called AgResearch) was
established in 1882 and the Division of Extension in 1914. Since the early 20th
century, the two units have disseminated agricultural research to Tennessee farmers
and rural residents. Extension agents demonstrated practical techniques to rural
people on their farms and in their homes. With the goal of improving agriculture,
health, and homemaking practices in rural communities, the Agricultural Experiment
Station and UT Extension also shared research-based information through news
releases, circulars, and reports.
Existing issues of these ephemeral publications were brittle and in need of
preservation. In 2018, the UT Libraries secured a grant from Project Ceres (a
collaboration between the US Agricultural Information Network, the Agriculture
Network Information Collaborative, and the Center for Research Libraries) to
digitize and preserve these historically significant publications.
The Tennessee Farm News Collection
(digital.lib.utk.edu/tfn<https://digital.lib.utk.edu/tfn>) is a series of weekly
news releases published by the UT Extension Service under various titles between
1921 and 1989. The news releases publicized market prices, farm shows, 4-H clubs,
and agricultural training programs offered by UT.
The Extension Special Circulars Collection

(digital.lib.utk.edu/utesc<https://digital.lib.utk.edu/utesc>) contains bulletins
from the UT Extension Service dating from 1925 through 1968, each with a unique
title and topic. Topics include building plans, rural engineering, home gardening
and horticultural advice, and farm and home management.
The Tennessee Farm and Home Science Collection
(digital.lib.utk.edu/tfhs<https://digital.lib.utk.edu/tfhs>) holds quarterly
reports published by the UT Agricultural Experiment Station from 1952 to 1990.
Reports include research conducted at experiment stations across the state and
information on personnel, grants, and agricultural field days.
While showcasing agricultural history in Tennessee, the publications in these
collections also frequently reference cultural and political events of the time,
such as World War I and the Great Depression, providing insight into how such
events influenced life in Tennessee. More than 29,000 pages of historical
agricultural publications are now easily searchable and freely available to anyone
researching or just curious about the history of Tennessee agriculture.
__
For more information, contact:
Louisa Trott, Digital Projects Librarian, 865-974-6913 or ltrott1 at
utk.edu<mailto:ltrott1 at utk.edu>
Isabella Baxter, Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources Librarian, 865-9748116, ibaxter1 at utk.edu<mailto:ibaxter1 at utk.edu>
Lori Thornton, Associate Professor
Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
lthornton at cn.edu<mailto:lthornton at cn.edu>
(865) 471-3339
[cid:2018_Email_sig_logo_250_87b28920-12c5-4f14-8dae-e4d4a8f5895c.png]
cn.edu<http://www.cn.edu/>.
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From jacksonm at bibblib.org Tue Oct 22 09:15:45 2019
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Tue, 22 Oct 2019 09:15:45 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Overhead Document Scanner

Message-ID: <CAJPN33w6gGyNzzfrqScF2S6bxFQPD-r_QpBxcG_pzw6ZwsPJgA@mail.gmail.com>
We are investigating ordering a *Crowley Overhead Document Scanner * Standalone
for our department. I can think of lots of good reasons to get such as
protecting oversize books and maps when coping, being able to copy books
that have tight gutters, etc.
I see there are a lot of options for example: all-in-one touchscreen Panel
PC.
Is this really necessary, does this make it easier to use the equipment.
But I would like to know of any negatives experiences that people have
had with overhead scanners or with Crowley equipment.
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From afollett at lawtonok.gov Tue Oct 22 12:05:15 2019
From: afollett at lawtonok.gov (Amber Follett)
Date: Tue, 22 Oct 2019 16:05:15 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] {**EXTERNAL**}-- Overhead Document Scanner
In-Reply-To: <CAJPN33w6gGyNzzfrqScF2S6bxFQPD-r_QpBxcG_pzw6ZwsPJgA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJPN33w6gGyNzzfrqScF2S6bxFQPD-r_QpBxcG_pzw6ZwsPJgA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:

<SN6PR09MB2720E08C0005EABA3425225CAC680@SN6PR09MB2720.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Please share any comments/experiences. We are also looking into possibly getting a
Crowley scanner.
If anyone has any other favorites, we would love to know them also.
Thank you,
Amber Follett
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW Fourth St.,
Lawton, OK 73501
afollett at lawtonok.gov<mailto:afollett at lawtonok.gov>
"Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our children."
Will Durant
The Story of Civilization
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Muriel Jackson
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2019 8:16 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: {**EXTERNAL**}--[Genealib] Overhead Document Scanner
WARNING: This email is from outside of the City of Lawton network.
**DO NOT CLICK** on links or open attachments unless you know the content is safe.

We are investigating ordering a Crowley Overhead Document Scanner Standalone for
our department. I can think of lots of good reasons to get such as protecting
oversize books and maps when coping, being able to copy books that have tight
gutters, etc.
I see there are a lot of options for example: all-in-one touchscreen Panel PC.
Is this really necessary, does this make it easier to use the equipment.
But I would like to know of any negatives experiences that people have had with
overhead scanners or with Crowley equipment.
Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA
31201
jacksonm at bibblib.org<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>
(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax
[Image removed by sender.]

The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to
connect all people to the information necessary to
improve their lives through excellent services and materials.
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From BHill at rbhayes.org Wed Oct 23 09:41:22 2019
From: BHill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 13:41:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
References: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
Message-ID: <8e9db038d8004c81bc7e4da818c500ed@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
I have given similar talks for many years on tracing the history of your house,
tweaking the talk and handout for various audiences and locales.
Attached is the latest one I have in my files. Hope it helps a fellow Ohioan!
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Librarian (mostly retired)
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
419.332.2081 ext. 231<tel:419.332.2081%20ext.%20231>
bhill at rbhayes.org<mailto:bhill at rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org<http://www.rbhayes.org/>
Rutherford B. Hayes Library is open Monday - Saturdays, 9 to 5
(Closed Mondays January, February, March)
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Brooke Anderson
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 10:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering to share a
program they had done on how to research the history of your house.
I've searched the archives but not found it.
I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would appreciate
hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did you do it all
yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.

Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com<mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From LFox at sailsinc.org Wed Oct 23 12:17:43 2019
From: LFox at sailsinc.org (Libby Fox)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 12:17:43 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <8e9db038d8004c81bc7e4da818c500ed@MBX082-W2-CO2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
References: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
<8e9db038d8004c81bc7e4da818c500ed@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
Message-ID: <CAKZxYyBxHarzD-jajGW_k8Mi7TC2147x6i3R3wOVi75AJr9kmQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Becky -This is a wonderful document!
Would you be OK with us adapting it for our library here in Massachusetts?
Cheers,
LIbby Fox
On Wed, Oct 23, 2019 at 9:42 AM Becky Hill <BHill at rbhayes.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
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>
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>
>
>

I have given similar talks for many years on tracing the history of your
house, tweaking the talk and handout for various audiences and locales.
Attached is the latest one I have in my files.
Ohioan!

Hope it helps a fellow

Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill
Librarian (mostly retired)
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
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>
>
>
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>
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>
>

Fremont, OH 43420

419.332.2081 ext. 231
bhill at rbhayes.org
www.rbhayes.org

Rutherford B. Hayes Library is open Monday - Saturdays, 9 to 5
(Closed Mondays January, February, March)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Brooke Anderson
*Sent:* Thursday, October 17, 2019 10:16 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Program on researching history of house

Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering to
share a program they had done on how to research the history of your house.

I?ve searched the archives but not found it.

I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did
you do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.

Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com

--

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Libby Fox
Reference/Adult Services Librarian
Middleborough Public Library
102 N. Main St./Middleborough, MA 02346
508/946-2470
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com Wed Oct 23 12:22:03 2019
From: dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com (Becky Isbell)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 11:22:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Development Policy for Genealogy Libraries
Message-ID: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Hello!

If anyone has one, would you mind sharing your Collection Development &
Weeding policies as they relate to Genealogy Libraries?

Thanks!
Becky

Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
<https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,+TX+76801&entry=gmai
l&source=g> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155
dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From allenroberta54 at gmail.com Wed Oct 23 12:54:37 2019
From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 11:54:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1D3A4792@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <7ac55739f9d505542e76a99fb00a2e2d6a964896@webmail>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1D3A4792@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <CAC4qq-FmusOzDau8S=nYcutebxvcqJMKO7pjvoB=jbHg2PWDzQ@mail.gmail.com>
I hope helps.

Roberta Allen
On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 8:26 AM Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
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I would appreciate the handout, too.

Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house

Yes, I would appreciate the handout. I'm starting from scratch so all
options are open.

Brooke

"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, but a librarian can bring you
back the right one" Neil Gaiman
----------------------------------------From: "Roberta Allen"
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Cc:
Sent: Friday October 18 2019 8:35:08AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
I'm a retired librarian from Danville, IL.
patrons.

I created a handout for

I did a talk about finding the history of a house.
If you like I could send an copy as an attachment.
Let me know what you think.

Roberta Allen

On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 7:31 AM Suzanne Levy <suzannelevy at cox.net> wrote:
We recently had a program at the Fairfax County Public Library. Speakers
were a former staffer at county Planning and Zoning who visited and

> researched all the homes on our County Historic Sites list, updating them.
> And a new member of county Zoning (now called the Dept. of Planning and
> Development) also participated. They discussed various methods of
> researching your home, including both online sources and checking property
> tax lists, deeds and more. You might also include someone from your
> county's court records department who would know what to search there. The
> program was well attended and very helpful.
>
>
>
> On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 10:16 PM Brooke Anderson <
> brookea429 at roadrunner.com> wrote:
>
> Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering to
> share a program they had done on how to research the history of your house.
>
>
>
> I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
>
>
>
> I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
> appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did
> you do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.
>
>
>
> Brooke Anderson
>
> Library Chair
>
> Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
>
> brookea429 at roadrunner.com
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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Name: Scan_20180101.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 17823745 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
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From dstepro at jefflibrary.org Wed Oct 23 13:25:44 2019
From: dstepro at jefflibrary.org (Diane Stepro)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 13:25:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Development Policy for Genealogy Libraries
In-Reply-To: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <CAPub+-bhoS76-eN3DYBA50XBmbw4ZW2TE5vp9pn9MVMmaqaB+w@mail.gmail.com>
Our library's genealogy and local history collection development policy is
in the appendix of this document:
https://jefflibrary.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/CollectionDevelopmentPolicy2015-2017.pdf
.
On Wed, Oct 23, 2019 at 12:22 PM Becky Isbell <
dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com> wrote:
> Hello!
>
>
>
> If anyone has one, would you mind sharing your Collection Development &
> Weeding policies as they relate to Genealogy Libraries?
>
>
>
> Thanks!
>
> Becky
>
>
>
> Becky Isbell
> Director, Brownwood Public Library
> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,
+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
> (325) 646-0155
>
> dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Diane Stepro

Genealogy and History Librarian
Jeffersonville Township Public Library
812-285-5641
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191023/9e588484/
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From annes1979 at gmail.com Wed Oct 23 13:48:07 2019
From: annes1979 at gmail.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 12:48:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Development Policy for Genealogy Libraries
In-Reply-To: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <CACCKW9Tv+XCZy2fX=9qLsyRAXF=ntPNAxrYvcGj4HjjWONA2SQ@mail.gmail.com>
Our Library's policies are succinct and I do not know if they will be of
much help. Here are the appropriate sections from the collection
development policy and the weeding plan.
On Wed, Oct 23, 2019 at 11:23 AM Becky Isbell <
dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com> wrote:
> Hello!
>
>
>
> If anyone has one, would you mind sharing your Collection Development &
> Weeding policies as they relate to Genealogy Libraries?
>
>
>
> Thanks!
>
> Becky
>
>
>
> Becky Isbell
> Director, Brownwood Public Library
> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,
+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
> (325) 646-0155
>
> dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191023/75f189a8/
attachment-0001.html>
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From amiles at californiaancestors.org Wed Oct 23 14:43:44 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 11:43:44 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Overhead Document Scanner
In-Reply-To: <CAJPN33w6gGyNzzfrqScF2S6bxFQPD-r_QpBxcG_pzw6ZwsPJgA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJPN33w6gGyNzzfrqScF2S6bxFQPD-r_QpBxcG_pzw6ZwsPJgA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYn1bKrbTWk255H7vCg=8MZqH90hT_tC6d_5t_Q8D=W2Rw@mail.gmail.com>
Some Family History Centers (LDS) have overhead scanners, email one close
by or visit to see how the machine works.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Tue, Oct 22, 2019 at 6:16 AM Muriel Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We are investigating ordering a *Crowley Overhead Document Scanner * Standalone
for our department. I can think of lots of good reasons to get such as
protecting oversize books and maps when coping, being able to copy books
that have tight gutters, etc.
I see there are a lot of options for example: all-in-one touchscreen Panel
PC.
Is this really necessary, does this make it easier to use the equipment.
But I would like to know of any negatives experiences that people have
had with overhead scanners or with Crowley equipment.
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library

>
> 1180 Washington Ave.
>
> Macon, GA
31201
>
> *jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
>
>
>
> (478) 744-0820 Phone
>
> (478) 744-0893 Fax
>
>
>
>
>
> *The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
>
> *connect all people to the information necessary to *
>
> *improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191023/0a388080/
attachment.html>
From BHill at rbhayes.org Wed Oct 23 16:28:26 2019
From: BHill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2019 20:28:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
In-Reply-To: <CAKZxYyBxHarzD-jajGW_k8Mi7TC2147x6i3R3wOVi75AJr9kmQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <000001d5855a$0beba0c0$23c2e240$@roadrunner.com>
<8e9db038d8004c81bc7e4da818c500ed@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
<CAKZxYyBxHarzD-jajGW_k8Mi7TC2147x6i3R3wOVi75AJr9kmQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5f728cacc49648b8ad08d561dffaaf55@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
Thanks, Libby.
help.
Becky Hill

Sure ? you can adapt and update it for your library. Glad to be of

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Libby Fox
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2019 12:18 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Hi Becky -This is a wonderful document!
Would you be OK with us adapting it for our library here in Massachusetts?
Cheers,

LIbby Fox
On Wed, Oct 23, 2019 at 9:42 AM Becky Hill <BHill at
rbhayes.org>> wrote:
I have given similar talks for many years on tracing
tweaking the talk and handout for various audiences
Attached is the latest one I have in my files. Hope
Becky Hill

rbhayes.org<mailto:BHill at
the history of your house,
and locales.
it helps a fellow Ohioan!

Rebecca B. Hill
Librarian (mostly retired)
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
419.332.2081 ext. 231<tel:419.332.2081%20ext.%20231>
bhill at rbhayes.org<mailto:bhill at rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org<http://www.rbhayes.org/>
Rutherford B. Hayes Library is open Monday - Saturdays, 9 to 5
(Closed Mondays January, February, March)
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Brooke Anderson
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 10:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone offering to share a
program they had done on how to research the history of your house.
I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would appreciate
hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also did you do it all
yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder, etc.
Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com<mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Libby Fox
Reference/Adult Services Librarian
Middleborough Public Library
102 N. Main St./Middleborough, MA 02346
508/946-2470
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191023/05bac83c/
attachment.html>
From EErnst at dar.org Thu Oct 24 10:58:54 2019
From: EErnst at dar.org (Ernst, Elizabeth)
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2019 14:58:54 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Job Opening -- DAR Library (Washington DC)
Message-ID:
<SN6PR10MB30066DD38392D8407432E335C26A0@SN6PR10MB3006.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Digital Projects Coordinator
The Daughters of the American Revolution is seeking an experienced digital projects
coordinator in our Library to manage a strategic overhaul of our digital resources
and streamline our digitization process. This person will work with the library
staff to improve our patron services and help craft a long-term strategy to expand
online access to the DAR library's collection.
The DAR Library, one of the nation's premier genealogical research centers, is
ranked as one of the most important national institutions based on the uniqueness
of sources. Our Library houses thousands of volumes of genealogical compilations,
record abstracts, and other materials such as family histories, cemetery record
transcriptions, and Bible records, making this a unique and valuable resource.
Essential Responsibilities:
*
Plans and develops the DAR Library's online tools and reference outreach.
*
Oversees Library digitization projects.
*
Manages the intake, processing, cataloging, digitization and indexing of
books, GRC records, and other materials into the digital collections.
*
Assists researchers at the Reference Desk as needed.
*
Tracks donations of materials.
Qualifications:
Education:
*
MLS degree in Library Science/Information Science from an ALA accredited
institution preferred.
Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
*
Minimum of 2-4 years of relevant library experience, or an equivalent
combination of education, training and experience.
*
Relevant technical skills, including facility with metadata standards
(e.g. MARC, EAD, Dublin Core), taxonomies, digital information management, and
repository platforms.
*
Background and/or experience in American genealogical research and
sources preferable.
*
General professional knowledge of library policies and practices,
including materials selection and collection development, information tools and
searching techniques required. Experience with customer service in a library or
similar setting is required. Experience working in reference services in a Special
Library setting preferred.
*
Proven record of project management.
*
High proficiency in MS Office, including Word, Excel and Outlook.
*
Ability to work effectively both independently and collaboratively; and
to manage interruptions and shifting priorities and schedules.
*
Excellent written and oral communication skills.
*
Excellent planning, analytical, and organizational skills.

This position works at the NSDAR headquarters in Washington, D.C. First preference
will be given to local/regional candidates.
Application close date is Tuesday, November 12, 2019.
Submission Requirements:
Only candidates that submit a COVER LETTER and RESUME outlining your qualifications
and skills for the position will be considered further. Please send application
information to:
Attention: Human Resources Director
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-5303
E-mail: resumes at dar.org<mailto:resumes at dar.org>
Fax: 202-737-5702

Elizabeth J. Ernst
Catalog Librarian
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org<mailto:eernst at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191024/2872f7eb/
attachment.html>
From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Thu Oct 24 12:17:13 2019
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2019 12:17:13 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Overhead Document Scanner
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYn1bKrbTWk255H7vCg=8MZqH90hT_tC6d_5t_Q8D=W2Rw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJPN33w6gGyNzzfrqScF2S6bxFQPD-r_QpBxcG_pzw6ZwsPJgA@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYn1bKrbTWk255H7vCg=8MZqH90hT_tC6d_5t_Q8D=W2Rw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAL768sWzBDX1gOFY+1u+9=uxCPk6ypszMfmM=e2frE-D31to+Q@mail.gmail.com>
We have a KIC Bookeye overhead scanner and a scanning photocopier. Rare
books and original archival materials can only be copied on the KIC scanner
since the item never touches glass. People just copying regular books also
love the KIC scanner because it can scan two pages at a time and you see
the scan before you save it. We sometimes need to move people copying
regular books to the photocopier if there are people who need to copy rare
books or original materials.
The biggest general negative is that it creates large image sizes. If you
enable the email feature patrons need to limit the number of pages in a
file so the resulting email isn't blocked by a firewall or an email
attachment size limit.
Megan Lewis
reference librarian, US Holocaust Memorial Museum

On Wed, Oct 23, 2019 at 2:45 PM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
> Some Family History Centers (LDS) have overhead scanners, email one close
> by or visit to see how the machine works.
> Arlene Miles
> California Genealogy Society and Library
> Director
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
>
>
> On Tue, Oct 22, 2019 at 6:16 AM Muriel Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
> wrote:
>
>>
>> We are investigating ordering a *Crowley Overhead Document Scanner * Standalone
>> for our department. I can think of lots of good reasons to get such as
>> protecting oversize books and maps when coping, being able to copy books
>> that have tight gutters, etc.
>>
>> I see there are a lot of options for example:
>> all-in-one touchscreen Panel PC.
>> Is this really necessary, does this make it easier to use the equipment.
>>
>> But I would like to know of any negatives experiences that people have
>> had with overhead scanners or with Crowley equipment.
>>
>>
>> *Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
>>
>> Head
>>
>> Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
>>
>> Washington Memorial Library
>>
>> Middle Georgia Regional Library
>>
>> 1180 Washington Ave.
>>
>> Macon, GA
31201
>>
>> *jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
>>
>>
>>
>> (478) 744-0820 Phone
>>
>> (478) 744-0893 Fax
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
>>
>> *connect all people to the information necessary to *
>>

>> *improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191024/2e249576/
attachment.html>
From brookea429 at roadrunner.com Thu Oct 24 15:59:42 2019
From: brookea429 at roadrunner.com (brookea429 at roadrunner.com)
Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2019 19:59:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Message-ID: <78c5c75e72720f40a41d58ffa69cded1e5b615c9@webmail>
Roberta,
The attachment on your message is not about researching house history
but sharing knowledge of retiring librarians.
Brooke
"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, but a librarian can bring
you back the right one" Neil Gaiman
-----------------------------------------From: "Roberta Allen"
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Cc:
Sent: Wednesday October 23 2019 12:54:37PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
I hope helps.
Roberta Allen
On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 8:26 AM Janice Kistler

wrote:

I would appreciate the handout, too.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
SUBJECT: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
Yes, I would appreciate the handout. I'm starting from scratch so all
options are open.
Brooke
"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, but a librarian can bring
you back the right one" Neil Gaiman
-----------------------------------------

From: "Roberta Allen"
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Cc:
Sent: Friday October 18 2019 8:35:08AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Program on researching history of house
I'm a retired librarian from Danville, IL. I created a handout for
patrons.
I did a talk about finding the history of a house.
If you like I could send an copy as an attachment.
Let me know what you think.
Roberta Allen
On Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 7:31 AM Suzanne Levy

wrote:

We recently had a program at the Fairfax County Public Library.
Speakers were a former staffer at county Planning and Zoning who
visited and researched all the homes on our County Historic Sites
list, updating them. And a new member of county Zoning (now called the
Dept. of Planning and Development) also participated. They discussed
various methods of researching your home, including both online
sources and checking property tax lists, deeds and more. You might
also include someone from your county's court records department who
would know what to search there. The program was well attended and
very helpful.
On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 10:16 PM Brooke Anderson

wrote:

Not long after I joined this group, I seem to remember someone
offering to share a program they had done on how to research the
history of your house.
I?ve searched the archives but not found it.
I have been asked to do that program for our public library. I would
appreciate hearing from anyone who has such a program to share. Also
did you do it all yourself or bring in an architect, county recorder,
etc.
Brooke Anderson
Library Chair
Muskingum County Chapter of Ohio Genealogy Society
brookea429 at roadrunner.com [4]
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [5]
[6]http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib [7]
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [8]
[9]http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib [10]
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [11]
[12]http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib [13]
Links:
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[4] mailto:brookea429 at roadrunner.com
[5] mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[6] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[7] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[8] mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[9] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[10] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[11] mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[12] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[13] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191024/4db46f57/
attachment.html>
From RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov Fri Oct 25 11:49:55 2019
From: RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov (Rzepczynski, Kris (DNR))
Date: Fri, 25 Oct 2019 15:49:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books to trade or available for postage
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB2265341D2E7CD157A233C425AD650@DM5PR09MB2265.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Colleagues,
The Archives of Michigan is deaccessioning our duplicate copies, please see the
attached spreadsheet for the list of titles. We prefer to trade, if possible, and
all items are available on a first come, first serve basis.
If interested, please email me off-list at rzepczynskik at
michigan.gov<mailto:rzepczynskik at michigan.gov>. Thank you.
Kris Rzepczynski
Senior Archivist
Archives of Michigan
Michigan History Center
517.335.2595
rzepczynskik at michigan.gov<mailto:rzepczynskik at michigan.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191025/990ebc61/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part --------------

A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Offers GENEALIB.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 27619 bytes
Desc: Offers GENEALIB.xlsx
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191025/990ebc61/
attachment-0001.xlsx>
From montrosegenealogy at gmail.com Fri Oct 25 22:24:12 2019
From: montrosegenealogy at gmail.com (montrose genealogy)
Date: Fri, 25 Oct 2019 20:24:12 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Message-ID: <CAE0QY7kfykPxSToYJky1fTgQ0DtOhf2TKE+6L7+wTGe+KYeLOA@mail.gmail.com>
If we are blessed to get some of these books on the list, please make sure
they are sent via MEDIA MAIL. We are a poor library and regular mail is
much too expensive.
Thanks,
Fore-Kin Trails Genealogical Center
%Myrna Shirey
P.O. Box 802
Montrose, CO. 81401
See attached list of books we would like to have.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191025/8c585c75/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Wanted book Oct 25.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 18567 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191025/8c585c75/
attachment.docx>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Wed Oct 30 09:07:58 2019
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 13:07:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXx9fdAuV0xBQPjSGUKQZDsM3+FneUEqX-OL24gNa0oLQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <6062b16d98d2478cb2ed74bbed4c35a6@wtcpl.org>
<CAAvK8hMQN=1pDZFXHq9X85G3eHod4COVf_y-92neOF5OLN7AGA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhXx9fdAuV0xBQPjSGUKQZDsM3+FneUEqX-OL24gNa0oLQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <452f99bd22f846bc9dfe6b9fe868812d@wtcpl.org>
Hi Larry,
Do the indexes contain any information other than the name and date of death?
Thanks for your input,
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor

Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2019 4:56 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records
In our state, NY, we can show births from older than 75 years, an marriages from
older than 50 years. There are INDEXES which by law can come down to the present,
but at least in NY the state is very strict on the privacy laws.
I just checked FamilySearch for Ohio and they have INDEXES down to 2007 on that
site.
Larry Naukam
On Wed, Oct 16, 2019 at 4:50 PM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at
hctpl.info>> wrote:
We keep the more recent records in a staff-access only area. Then we "redact" them
as needed by placing sticky-notes over the information and watching carefully as
they are handled.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
On Wed, Oct 16, 2019 at 1:44 PM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at
wtcpl.org<mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
Our library just accepted a donation of the funeral records of a recently defunct
local funeral home. The records begin in the late 1800s and extend to 2017. We
have already copied the records up to 1965, indexed them and placed them on the
library shelves, but we are worried about sensitive information found in the
records as we approach current date. We assume we will remove social security
numbers and phone numbers moving forward, but were still wondering about other
information and how other libraries have approached donations like this.
Many thanks in advance,
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120

glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191030/
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191030/
b4d575cf/attachment.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Wed Oct 30 09:36:46 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 09:36:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records
In-Reply-To: <452f99bd22f846bc9dfe6b9fe868812d@wtcpl.org>
References: <6062b16d98d2478cb2ed74bbed4c35a6@wtcpl.org>
<CAAvK8hMQN=1pDZFXHq9X85G3eHod4COVf_y-92neOF5OLN7AGA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhXx9fdAuV0xBQPjSGUKQZDsM3+FneUEqX-OL24gNa0oLQ@mail.gmail.com>
<452f99bd22f846bc9dfe6b9fe868812d@wtcpl.org>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhW=ybxrRvNaZX7i+tf9QLiTVt2=yJv6_dkg24fsH-DxLg@mail.gmail.com>
Yes, they do. I am looking at Ohio Death Certs down to 1953, and they are
actual images of the death cert with all its' info. However, the entries at
[Ohio Death Index, 1908-1932, 1938-1944, and 1958-2007] shows an EXTRACT of
data but NOT an actual image.
We looked at doing a local funeral home, but....they started in 1976 [too
recent to show; private company records; his employees raised a privacy
concern [how much the services cost] ; and they had newspaper obits which
are still under copyright.
OTOH: you might want to contact Digital Archivist Jennifer Brancato, East
Texas Research Center, Stephen F. Austin University, PO Box 13055 SFA
Station
Nacogdoches, Texas 75962,936.468.4100,library.sfasu.edu/etrc/,
digital.sfasu.edu <http://digital.sfasu.edu/>
for how they did what they did.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services, (Local History, Genealogy, and

Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library 1978-2011
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative 2013President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017-

On Wed, Oct 30, 2019 at 9:08 AM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
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Hi Larry,

Do the indexes contain any information other than the name and date of
death?

Thanks for your input,

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
*We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
* John Lubbock*

*

[image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *genbook
*Sent:* Wednesday, October 16, 2019 4:56 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Personal Information found in records

In our state, NY, we can show births from older than 75 years, an
marriages from older than 50 years. There are INDEXES which by law can come
down to the present, but at least in NY the state is very strict on the
privacy laws.

I just checked FamilySearch for Ohio and they have INDEXES down to 2007 on
that site.
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Larry Naukam

On Wed, Oct 16, 2019 at 4:50 PM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
We keep the more recent records in a staff-access only area. Then we
"redact" them as needed by placing sticky-notes over the information and
watching carefully as they are handled.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL

On Wed, Oct 16, 2019 at 1:44 PM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
Our library just accepted a donation of the funeral records of a recently
defunct local funeral home. The records begin in the late 1800s and extend
to 2017. We have already copied the records up to 1965, indexed them and
placed them on the library shelves, but we are worried about sensitive
information found in the records as we approach current date. We assume we
will remove social security numbers and phone numbers moving forward, but
were still wondering about other information and how other libraries have
approached donations like this.

Many thanks in advance,

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
*We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock*
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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be90a78f/attachment.html>
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From traci.thompson at gmail.com Wed Oct 30 10:25:55 2019
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 10:25:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
Message-ID: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
I just have to share...I am amazed that I received this request today
without a mention of any dates whatsoever. Sure, I can assume pre-1865, but
still....
[image: image.png]
Traci Thompson, MLIS, CG
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
727 N Grace St
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
252-442-1951 ext 247(voice)
Opinions expressed are my own.

*CG is a service mark and Certified Genealogist is a registered
certification mark of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, used
under license by board certificants after periodic competency evaluations,
and the board name is registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office.*
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attachment-0001.html>
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From laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net Wed Oct 30 10:28:21 2019
From: laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net (laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 09:28:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
In-Reply-To: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAuAAAAAAAAAE1kodqctLdJiEtEUW+TEGoBANlTnCJhprtFudq2LHCBs8EBACQA//
8AABAAAABLU5HumTRSQIAWF+a6COtBAQAAAAA=@ctls.net>
Wow! I hope you have something helpful.
Love that show!
Laurie M.

Laurie Mahaffey, Executive Director
Central Texas Library System, Inc.
5806 Mesa Drive, Suite 375
Austin, Texas 78731
www.ctls.net <http://www.ctls.net/>
laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net <mailto:laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net>
512-583-0704 - 512-583-0709 fax
1-800-262-4431 toll free

Serving 214 Texas libraries in 116 counties!

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Traci Thompson
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2019 9:26 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots

I just have to share...I am amazed that I received this request today without a

mention of any dates whatsoever. Sure, I can assume pre-1865, but still....

Traci Thompson, MLIS, CG
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
727 N Grace St
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
252-442-1951 ext 247(voice)
Opinions expressed are my own.

CG is a service mark and Certified Genealogist is a registered certification mark
of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, used under license by board
certificants after periodic competency evaluations, and the board name is
registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office.
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From ddudek at fountaindale.org Wed Oct 30 10:36:13 2019
From: ddudek at fountaindale.org (Debra Dudek)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 09:36:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
In-Reply-To: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAuAAAAAAAAAE1kodqctLdJiEtEUW+TEGoBANlTnCJhprtFudq2LHCBs8EBACQA//
8AABAAAABLU5HumTRSQIAWF+a6COtBAQAAAAA=@ctls.net>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAuAAAAAAAAAE1kodqctLdJiEtEUW+TEGoBANlTnCJhprtFudq2LHCBs8EBACQA//
8AABAAAABLU5HumTRSQIAWF+a6COtBAQAAAAA=@ctls.net>
Message-ID: <CABS3ZHXTmKckFfOapagEw6mWtr5wmSKg+9VjfMoROoEYMqFneA@mail.gmail.com>
That's really cool!
On Wed, Oct 30, 2019 at 9:29 AM <laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net> wrote:
> Wow! I hope you have something helpful.
>
> Love that show!
>
> Laurie M.
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Laurie Mahaffey, Executive Director
Central Texas Library System, Inc.
5806 Mesa Drive, Suite 375
Austin, Texas 78731
www.ctls.net
laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net
512-583-0704 - 512-583-0709 fax
1-800-262-4431 toll free

*Serving 214 Texas libraries in 116 counties!*

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Traci Thompson
*Sent:* Wednesday, October 30, 2019 9:26 AM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Finding Your Roots

I just have to share...I am amazed that I received this request today
without a mention of any dates whatsoever. Sure, I can assume pre-1865, but
still....

[image: image.png]

Traci Thompson, MLIS, CG
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
727 N Grace St
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
252-442-1951 ext 247(voice)
Opinions expressed are my own.

*CG is a service mark and Certified Genealogist is a registered
certification mark of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, used
under license by board certificants after periodic competency evaluations,
and the board name is registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office.*
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
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From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Wed Oct 30 14:19:15 2019
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 13:19:15 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Speaker on Irish genealogy
Message-ID: <CANLxXLFSWPcdWTERFFxuq=Xgp+6V37QB7+RHpt_OBZOQixpwcg@mail.gmail.com>
I hope a speaker recommendation is acceptable on this list.
If anyone in *Atlanta* or *San Francisco* is interested in a competent
speaker on Irish genealogy--one of our local speakers, Kevin Cassidy, is
interested in presenting in either of those cities (he will be traveling
there somewhat regularly) in the coming year. He has been doing Irish
research for 25 years, and has presented on various aspects of Irish
genealogy research at our library several times, as well as at other
locations in the Midwest. He will even be doing a program in Belfast
<https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/using-american-records-to-tear-down-irishbrickwalls-tickets-76005312937?
fbclid=IwAR0M5H1MDSCO3Mx8p1aUBNHVqyBXtnBGCp5oZXf0a92uW3i2wGnktF4Kv_Q>.
He is knowledgeable, reliable and punctual (as well as inexpensive).
If interested, contact him (Kevin Cassidy) at greengenes1 at cox.net.
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>

<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Dutch House*, by Ann Patchett*
"Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
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From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Wed Oct 30 15:06:23 2019
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 15:06:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Job opening at United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Message-ID: <CAL768sV0dgXvDkCNUZDL0dgrxDOF_5J_EFNiRcUMRgpaMNyoYQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum has a job opening for a
technical information specialist to assist researchers, frequently
genealogists, find information on people persecuted by the Nazis.
The application website and full job description are below.
to anyone you think might be interested.
thanks,
Megan Lewis
reference librarian, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

Please forward

Technical Information Specialist, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
https://www.ushmm.org/information/career-volunteer-opportunities/careers/technicalinformation-specialist
The position is located in the Division of the Holocaust Survivors and
Victims Resource Center (HSVRC), National Institute of Holocaust
Documentation at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The mission
of the HSVRC is to ensure that the individual experiences of survivors and
victims of the Holocaust and Nazi-era persecution are recorded, preserved,
and disseminated for future generations. The Resource Center aims to
accomplish this mission by collecting information about Jewish and
non-Jewish survivors and victims of the Holocaust and creating research
tools and resources that provide access to this information.
The HSVRC serves and the main access point to the Museum's extensive
holdings of name-related data and databases that can help trace the fates
of millions of people persecuted by Nazi Germany and its collaborators. The
work of the HSVRC allows the Museum to keep its pledge to make this
information available to Holocaust survivors and others in a timely
fashion. Staff works directly with the public in the Resource Center's
space on the second floor of the Museum and also responds to requests
submitted by phone, fax, email, and online. Detailed reference services and
basic research are provided to scholars and the general public. Extensive
research is provided free of charge to survivors, their families, and the
families of victims. In addition, staff conducts research to support a
broad range of Museum programming and to assist Development with engaging
and re-engaging potential and past donors.
This is a one-year term, full-time donated position (non-Federal), paid
with the Museum?s donated funds. Salary is commensurate with experience.
Duties, and Responsibilities for the role
Conducts advanced research, including extensive research requests, in the
Museum's archival holdings and library holdings for survivors, their
families, and the families of victims.
Provides reference and research services to Museum patrons and staff who
contact the HSVRC by email, telephone, mail, online form, or in person in
the HSVRC public space.
Analyzes documentation found and presents findings in oral or written form;
includes copies and explanations of relevant documentation as well as
necessary secondary source materials that pertain to the request.
Ensures findings, supporting documentation, explanations, and all
correspondence for extensive research cases are included and updated in the
reference and request informational system or other reference tracking
systems so that findings can be easily searched and referenced.
Demonstrates how to search the Holocaust Survivors and Victims (HSV)
Database, OuSArchiv database, Collections Search, and other online
databases as well as reference materials located in the public reference
space and answers operational and functionality questions concerning
aspects of HSV Database and other electronic or online resources.
Makes recommendations to improve functionality of the HSV Database and
other electronic resources based on end-user experience.
Reports technical problems and functionality issues with the HSV Database
and other electronic resources to the Chief, Data Management Branch,
Division of Digital Assets Management and Preservation so that they can be
resolved in a timely manner.

Creates descriptive information about the contents of the Arolsen Archives
Collection and other archival sources that include finding aids, catalog
entries, thesauri, and other materials.
Distributes Meed Registry forms to survivors or family members or friends
on behalf of survivors who are not registered and provides information
about the registration process. Works with Museum volunteers and interns to
support the work of the HSVRC.
Performs other related duties as assigned.
Minimum Qualifications for the role
Knowledge of established methods and techniques in the retrieval, analysis,
interpretation, evaluation, and presentation of a broad range of
name-related documentation from the Museum's archival and other holdings.
Knowledge of personal computers, databases, and software sufficient to
establish and access files, maintain project schedules, prepare reports and
texts, and work with the various technical systems of the National
Institute of Holocaust Documentation, e.g. HSV Database, OuSArchiv, Illumin
reference and research request management system, and Collections Search.
Knowledge of the Museum's archival collections, their content, and
organization as well as related source materials in the holdings of other
organizations.
Knowledge of archival, published, and electronic resources in historical
name-related research
Knowledge of standard practices in citing sources used in research.
Strong communication skills - both oral and written - to prepare answers
understandable to a layperson in response to complex research requests.
Historical knowledge of the Holocaust, World War II, and the 1933-45 period
of Nazi domination, in particular knowledge of the camp system and of
Holocaust-related documents and records.
Basic knowledge of German in order to understand and interpret documents.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Oct 30 15:07:55 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 15:07:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] D'Evereux Hall for boys
In-Reply-To: <CAPub+-bhoS76-eN3DYBA50XBmbw4ZW2TE5vp9pn9MVMmaqaB+w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CAPub+-bhoS76-eN3DYBA50XBmbw4ZW2TE5vp9pn9MVMmaqaB+w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DB9DF8B020000AA000D1F06@volusia.org>
Hello;
I have a patron whose father was orphaned at a young age and ended up living in a
Catholic orphanage in Missippi. He was born in Natchez in 1918, so I think that
D'Evereux was probably where he grew up. Does anyone know if there are records for
the orphanage and where they might be located? My patron is trying to trace her
family back farther, but doesn't even know the names of her grandparents, as her
father would never speak about his early years.
I found an article about the orphanage online, and contact information was given. I
called the phone number and left a message, but so far have not heard back. The
article was from 2010 so the info may not be valid anymore. I'm hoping someone in
the area can advise me on any info available.
Thanks in advance,

Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From ddudek at fountaindale.org Wed Oct 30 15:32:48 2019
From: ddudek at fountaindale.org (Debra Dudek)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 14:32:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] D'Evereux Hall for boys
In-Reply-To: <5DB9DF8B020000AA000D1F06@volusia.org>
References: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CAPub+-bhoS76-eN3DYBA50XBmbw4ZW2TE5vp9pn9MVMmaqaB+w@mail.gmail.com>
<5DB9DF8B020000AA000D1F06@volusia.org>
Message-ID: <CABS3ZHW6r47nABsrh8Kew+NS5EPrHSKPP3y5yof4=t22Sd78-A@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Kim,
I'm guessing this is the D'Evereux Hall Orphanage overseen by the Brothers
of the Sacred Heart?
The Diocese of Jackson should be able to point you in the right direction
as to the availability of records. Each diocese is different, some being
more generous with records than others. I have not worked with the Diocese
of Jackson directly, however, in assisting patrons in the past I've had
some which will conduct a reasonably exhaustive search while others will
adamantly declare their archives closed with no access whatsoever. If your
patron is a member of a catholic church, it would be helpful for her to
have a letter of support from her local parish when requesting records from
the diocese. While not required, this type of letter assists in
introducing the patron to the diocese, and organizes the record type/list
needed and for what purposes. Requesting specific records, such as
admittance records, school grades, next of kin details, and discharge
records, should help the diocese in the search on your patron's behalf.
Good luck.
On Wed, Oct 30, 2019 at 2:08 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
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Hello;
I have a patron whose father was orphaned at a young age and ended up
living in a Catholic orphanage in Missippi. He was born in Natchez in 1918,
so I think that D'Evereux was probably where he grew up. Does anyone know
if there are records for the orphanage and where they might be located? My
patron is trying to trace her family back farther, but doesn't even know
the names of her grandparents, as her father would never speak about his
early years.
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>
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>
>

I found an article about the orphanage online, and contact information was
given. I called the phone number and left a message, but so far have not
heard back. The article was from 2010 so the info may not be valid anymore.
I'm hoping someone in the area can advise me on any info available.
Thanks in advance,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From ernestthode at gmail.com Wed Oct 30 15:40:17 2019
From: ernestthode at gmail.com (Ernest Thode)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 15:40:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] D'Evereux Hall for boys
In-Reply-To: <5DB9DF8B020000AA000D1F06@volusia.org>
References: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CAPub+-bhoS76-eN3DYBA50XBmbw4ZW2TE5vp9pn9MVMmaqaB+w@mail.gmail.com>
<5DB9DF8B020000AA000D1F06@volusia.org>
Message-ID: <CAC3rUmSe3-mp0unZgW-0yChfcQYe48sLz-pSjVQ+=iveMO2Dgg@mail.gmail.com>
This website gives a contact email as well as a phone number.
https://stmarybasilicaarchives.org/archives-desk/devereux-hall/
On Wed, Oct 30, 2019 at 3:08 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:

>
Hello;
> I have a patron whose father was orphaned at a young age and ended up
> living in a Catholic orphanage in Missippi. He was born in Natchez in 1918,
> so I think that D'Evereux was probably where he grew up. Does anyone know
> if there are records for the orphanage and where they might be located? My
> patron is trying to trace her family back farther, but doesn't even know
> the names of her grandparents, as her father would never speak about his
> early years.
>
> I found an article about the orphanage online, and contact information was
> given. I called the phone number and left a message, but so far have not
> heard back. The article was from 2010 so the info may not be valid anymore.
> I'm hoping someone in the area can advise me on any info available.
>
> Thanks in advance,
> Kim
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191030/74455e6e/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Oct 30 16:11:16 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 16:11:16 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: D'Evereux Hall for boys
In-Reply-To: <CAC3rUmSe3-mp0unZgW-0yChfcQYe48sLz-pSjVQ+=iveMO2Dgg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CAPub+-bhoS76-eN3DYBA50XBmbw4ZW2TE5vp9pn9MVMmaqaB+w@mail.gmail.com>
<5DB9DF8B020000AA000D1F06@volusia.org>
<CAC3rUmSe3-mp0unZgW-0yChfcQYe48sLz-pSjVQ+=iveMO2Dgg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DB9EE64020000AA000D1F38@volusia.org>
Ernest;
Thank you. The phone number on the web site is the one I called. I left a voice
mail but haven't heard back yet. Since the article was written in 2010, I don't
know if this is still a good number to use or not. I left a message for someone,
but I don't know if it's the right person.
I appreciate you taking the time to find the link for me though!
Sincerely,
Kim
>>> "Ernest Thode" <ernestthode at gmail.com> 10/30/2019 3:40 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT

CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
This website gives a contact email as well as a phone number.
https://stmarybasilicaarchives.org/archives-desk/devereux-hall/
On Wed, Oct 30, 2019 at 3:08 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I have a patron whose father was orphaned at a young age and ended up living in a
Catholic orphanage in Missippi. He was born in Natchez in 1918, so I think that
D'Evereux was probably where he grew up. Does anyone know if there are records for
the orphanage and where they might be located? My patron is trying to trace her
family back farther, but doesn't even know the names of her grandparents, as her
father would never speak about his early years.
I found an article about the orphanage online, and contact information was given. I
called the phone number and left a message, but so far have not heard back. The
article was from 2010 so the info may not be valid anymore. I'm hoping someone in
the area can advise me on any info available.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191030/
a502e648/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Oct 30 16:12:02 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 16:12:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: D'Evereux Hall for boys
In-Reply-To: <CABS3ZHW6r47nABsrh8Kew+NS5EPrHSKPP3y5yof4=t22Sd78-A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <032501d589be$0159edc0$040dc940$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CAPub+-bhoS76-eN3DYBA50XBmbw4ZW2TE5vp9pn9MVMmaqaB+w@mail.gmail.com>
<5DB9DF8B020000AA000D1F06@volusia.org>
<CABS3ZHW6r47nABsrh8Kew+NS5EPrHSKPP3y5yof4=t22Sd78-A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DB9EE92020000AA000D1F3D@volusia.org>
Debra;
Yes, that's the one. I'll try contacting the diocese.

Thank you,
Kim
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 10/30/2019 3:32 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
Hi Kim,
I'm guessing this is the D'Evereux Hall Orphanage overseen by the Brothers of the
Sacred Heart?
The Diocese of Jackson should be able to point you in the right direction as to the
availability of records. Each diocese is different, some being more generous with
records than others. I have not worked with the Diocese of Jackson directly,
however, in assisting patrons in the past I've had some which will conduct a
reasonably exhaustive search while others will adamantly declare their archives
closed with no access whatsoever. If your patron is a member of a catholic church,
it would be helpful for her to have a letter of support from her local parish when
requesting records from the diocese. While not required, this type of letter
assists in introducing the patron to the diocese, and organizes the record
type/list needed and for what purposes. Requesting specific records, such as
admittance records, school grades, next of kin details, and discharge records,
should help the diocese in the search on your patron's behalf.
Good luck.
On Wed, Oct 30, 2019 at 2:08 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I have a patron whose father was orphaned at a young age and ended up living in a
Catholic orphanage in Missippi. He was born in Natchez in 1918, so I think that
D'Evereux was probably where he grew up. Does anyone know if there are records for
the orphanage and where they might be located? My patron is trying to trace her
family back farther, but doesn't even know the names of her grandparents, as her
father would never speak about his early years.
I found an article about the orphanage online, and contact information was given. I
called the phone number and left a message, but so far have not heard back. The
article was from 2010 so the info may not be valid anymore. I'm hoping someone in
the area can advise me on any info available.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because words have
power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and time." - Terry
Prachett's Going Postal
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191030/65b12f4c/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Wed Oct 30 16:25:06 2019
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 20:25:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Donation policy
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1DA24DF1@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
For those of you who are working in libraries, do you have a donation policy?
so would you be willing to share it?

If

Here's my situation in (hopefully) less than a year I will be moving into a
different part of the library thanks to a massive addition and renovation project.
I'm concerned that people will come out of the wood work trying to donate anything
and everything that they think should be included in our genealogy collection. Our
expansion project is mainly about providing more "people space." There are days
when my two small tables (and all the other tables in the library) in the genealogy
area are taken over by students, tutors, social workers, etc. I don't mind this
but sometimes folks come in to look up their family histories and find our space
occupied. So we have a definite need for more "people space."
I'm thankful these growing pains are being addressed by management. But I have a
strong feeling that if we consolidate all the items that are in 2 or 4 different
spaces right now (that should be in the genealogy area) we are going to be cramped!
There will be no room for donated materials.
We do have a policy for books and
other items to the library but this isn't specific to the historical and familial
nature of what I am offered.'
So please help if you can.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Genealogist
District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
Morgan County Public Library
110 S Jefferson St
Martinsville, IN 46151
765-342-3451
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
-------------- next part --------------
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